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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-AWEEK
Subscriptions >3.00 per year payable lu
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The j
Free Press was established in 1855 and in ‘
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Our Closing Out Sale Continues
UNUSUAL VALUES OFFERED DAILY
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Speech is the golden harvest that —'
followeth the flowering of thought.— -• j
Emerson.
—•
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MANY SMALL LOTS PRICED FOR QUICK

ANOTHER BIG GIFT

CLEARANCE

Cyrus H. K. Curtis Donates
$100,000 To North Yar-|
mouth Academy

Shoes Repaired at Low Prices
i

Men’s Rubber Heels 40c.

Ladies’ Heels 35c

Ladies’Soles 75c. Men’s Soles $1.00
ALL WORK DONE BY US IS GUARANTEED IN BOTH STOCK
AND WORKMANSHIP

Tel. 254-M

Remember 491 Main Street
OPPOSITE TOWN CLOCK

We Recommend as a Conservative Investment

MASSACHUSETTS

'
I

!

In the wake of Cyrus H. K. Curtis’
departure for his home in Philadel
phia this week, comes the announce
ment of another princely donation—
$100,000 to North Yarmouth Academy,
a private school established more
than a century ago that the youth of
Maine coast towns might have bet
ter educational advantages than the
common schools afforded.
Mr. Curtis' gift was announced fol
lowing a visit to the school, Tuesday, during which he made a brief
inspection of the school property. I
He was accompanied on this trip of
inspection hy Stanley Winship Hyde,
the principal of the academy; Ralph
B. Redfern, Portland business man
and a member of the board of trus
tees; and Guy P. Gannett, Portland
publisher, a personal friend of Mr.
Curtis.
Mr. Curtis' gift will make possible
the erection of three new buildings.
These buildings will be located di
rectly across the street from the
present buildings on land owned in
part by the school.

WE WANTERKNOW!

INVESTORS TRUST

Average Yearly Dividend - -

7 45%

Average Yearly Appreciation 23.40%

Write for Descriptive Circular

General Investment Corporation
PURINTON BLDG

Phone 365

AUGUSTA

Halls and Larrabees Wanted

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
As a child I lived in Rockland, 57
years ago. I want to locate or get in
correspondence with my sister, Au
gusta Hall or her descendants; an
aunt Nancy Larrabee or decendants
of her children Mary and Lewellan;
or with Frederic Larrabee. A grand
father, Nathan Stevens, would pos
sibly have dependants. I would like
to get addresses or any of those peo
ple that are living. Perhaps some of
them would write to me. I want to
look them up if I go east My uncle, a
Mr. Hall, was a sea captain. My
childhood name was Isabel Hall.
Mrs. Flora Morse
1690 Smith st., Muskegon, Michigan

Just received, lot of fabric gloves,
50 cents. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
Fluctuation in the price of wheat
never seems to affect the high price
of wild oats.—'Boston Herald.
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North Knox Fair
September

UNION,

24-25-26

MAINE

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY, FANCY
WORK AND ART EXHIBITS, HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
DAILY

11

RACING PROGRAM
September 25-26 Three Events Daily
SOME OF THE BEST HORSES IN MAINE

Vaudeville—Five Free Acts
Furnished by Wirth & Hamid

NIGHT SHOW WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
FREE ACTS

BAND CONCERTS

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS

Day Admission 50c; Automobiles 25c.
Evening Admission 25c

Children Under 12, Free
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Year afteryear the same good cigar
Boxes

of
5. 10, 25
and

50

jBCM;
’ BeCIGAR

1

Sold
from
Kittery

to Fort
Kent'

There Never Has Been and Never Will Be a Better Cigar Than a
V

B. C. M. Until Mother Earth Produces Better Tobacco

'

Good reception thus far this
week in spite of the unpleasant
weather. Long ago moat of ua
learned that radio and azure
skies are not always traveling
partners.
••••»•••*
I find that all of the local radio
dealers are optimistic over the
season’s
outlook.
Just
now
everybody is'getting his house in
order for the World Series,—ths
year’s classic so far as radio is
concerned.

AN

THREE CENT3 A COPY

IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY

Volume 84................. Number I I 3

KILLED AT THE CROSSING

Which Even the Deluge Could Not Spoil—Corner Stone of Maine Central Train Hits Greenville Motor Car—Pliny W.
Hall the Victim—Mrs Hall Still Unconscious
New “Montpelier” Is Laid By Grand Lodge

The corner-stone of the Knox Me-| deposited a copper box, 15x12 inches.
The Pleasant street railroad \V. Cushman was early on the spot
mortal was laid in Thomaston, Tues hermetically scaled, and containing crossing, scene of many accidents in to make an official investigation
day afternoon, and the event will tlie following articles:
Ions; be remembered for its Impress
Constitution of the Knox Memorial past years, claimed another victim in which he was greatly handicapped
ive start and for the de’ug? which Association, as amended July 24. 1926. early last evening when the west hy the lack of eye witnesses.
sent participants £id spectators
Names of the Members of*Gen. bound passenger train crashed into
The passenger train meantime
scattering in all directions. It may Knox Chapter.
hacked
into the Rockland station for
a
Cadillac
sport
roadster,
driven
by
have been a rainless summer, but
Names of the officers of Knox Me
.*••••*•••
there was nothing dry about this oc morial Assohialion elected July 25. Mrs. Grace A. Hall of Greenville, a change of locomotives, the one
That fashion has gone feminine,
casion after the flood gates of the 1929.
and occupied also by her husband. drawing the train having lost its
decreeing that girls shall be girls
Names of the architects, Putnam & Pliny W. Hall. The latter was in cow-catcher in the accident. This
aijd ending women’s imitations
Cox of Boston.
of the boyish and mannish sil
Names of the contractor and build stantly killed, and Mrs. Hall wat necessitated a delay of one hour and
houette, it said to be tha gist of
taken to Knox Hospital, the extent forty-five minutes in the departure
er, C. S. Henry & Co.. Boston.
the talk to be given by 'Suaanne,
Names of the building committee. of her injuries being for the mo of the night train.
the Selby Fashion Observer, dur
Names of the contributors to the
Upon John 0. Stevens, manager
ment unknown, as she was uncon
ing the Selby Radio Hour, 9.30
Knox Memonial Fund.
to 10.30 p. m^ standard time,
of the Burpee Furniture Company'
Pictures of Gen. Henry Knox, scious.
next Sunday over WLW Cincin
Mrs. Ann Waldo Lord. Cyrus H. K.
The train left the Rockland sta devolved the unpleasant duty of no
nati.
Suzanne is to deal speci
Curtis, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. tion at 6.25 in charge of Conductor tifying the relatives of Mr. and
fically with the proposed raising
Moody.
of the waistline to normal, so
Account of the pilgrimage of New Herbert Hanscom and with May Mrs. Hall in Greenville. A son,
that specially privileged men may
England's Liberty Bell.
nard Hinks at the throttle. I hr Lawrence Hall, arrived this morn
reach for the waist instead of
Copies of The Courier-Gazette of position of the wreckage indicates ing and arranged to have the body
the hips with anatomical assur
July 27. 1926, July 26. 1927, July 26,
j 1928, Jul 27. 1929, giving an aeount that the looomotive struck the rear taken home immediately. He found
ance. She also will explain how
I of the Knox Birthday celebrations.' of the motor car as it had nearly his mother still unconscious.
the raised waistline permits the
An account of the laying of the negotiated the crossing, or was
fashionable paradox of skirts
Mr. Hall, the deceased, was man
i Corner-stone Sept. 17. 1929 by the stalled thereon, as is being reported ager of the Atlas Plywood Com
getting both higher and lower at
Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and
the same time.
Accepted Masons of the State of in some quarters. The automobile pany of Greenville, and is under
I Maine; Harold E. Cook. XI. W. was thrown into the ditch on th« stood to have been a man of con
OUT OF THE CLOUDS
(Grand Master of Gardiner, Me.; Rockland side of the ruins.
siderable means. He was about 48
names of the officers 'of the Grand
years of age. Mrs. Hall is 44.
The
badly
mangled
body
of
Mr
| Lodge, of the Officers of Orient Lodge
Will Come a Rain of Free
The latest report from Knox
No. 15 F.J^A.M. of Thomaston, and Hall was taken to the Burpee un
Tickets Saturday For the
I all of the Masonic Igtdges of the 9th dertaking rooms in the Burpee am Hospital this forenoon is that Mrs.
I Masonic District.
<
bulance. Mrs. Hall was taken to Hall is resting more quietly, but
North Knox Fair
Because of the ptorm adjournment
was made to the church, where Grand Knox Hospital in the car of Guy had not regained consciousness. An
R. XI. McKinley, manager of the
Master Cook delivered an address Stockbridge, who was near enough x-ray examination, which may re
Judge Edward K. Gould
North Knox Fair, announces a
dealing with the historic nature of the to the scene of the accident to heai veal a fractured skull, has not been
clever stunt In connection with the
occasion, and explaining the signi
big show which will be pulled in heavens were opened. That the Ma ficance of Masonry. He said In part: the crash, but who did not actually possible, but her condition is con
Union Tuesday, Wednesday and sonic Grand Lodge officers did not
see what had happened. Lieut. A sidered critical.
Thursday of next week.
share in the drenching was due to the
Judge Cook's Address
Capt. Bill Wincapaw will leave thoughtfulness of the committee in
‘This occasion reminds us," said
Rockland at noon, Saturday, Sept. 21 erecting canvas over that section of
BUTLER FOUND GUILTY
in a Curtiss Plane to distribute adver the Knox Memorial site where the Judge Cook, "that a century may do
tising for the Fair. In addition to corner-stone was to be laid; and honor where the day or the hour may
this "Bill" will drop into Camden, that it was possible t-» complete the overlook.
The man whose memory we honor In Assault Which Was Followed By Death of Hadley D.
Belfast. Damariscotta, Waldoboro, service was due to the fact that the
Thomaston. Union and Rockland free Old Church on the Hill was opened today Is a conspicuous example of the
Prouty In Union—Other Cases
admission tickets to the Fair; also to receive the visitors and those of truth of this proposition. He dedi
tickets for free airplane rides at the the spectators who had not been put cated the service of his life to the
cause of American liberty and while
Fair.
to rout.
Civil matters were replaced by the in width, was the hone of contention
The Curtiss Flying Service has
The laying of the corner-stone was so engaged he became Interested in
made arrangements to have planes at due to have taken place at 2 p. m., this great Fraternity, presumably criminal docket in Supreme Court in the trial of Lucy R. Farnsworth vs.
the fair grounds for passenger and but in advance of the hour rain began because he saw in it the same prin yesterday afternoon, interest center the Security Trust Company. This
tiny strip of land owes its import
stunt flying each day There will also to fall copiously from the darkened ciples and ideals for which he was ing on the trial of Clyde C. Butler of
ance to the fact that it is located at
lie parachute Jumping and an illumi skies, and there was a necessary willing to give his life on the battle
Union, who had been held hy Judge the rear of the bank building, corner
nated plane doing stunt flying at delay.
Eventually the sun broke field. In this combination of pa
Miller.on a manslaughter charge, hut of Main and Spring streets. Miss
through the clouds, the lines were triotism and Masonry he was not
night.
Comrades w-ith the same who was Indicted for assault and Farnsworth claims that the land runs
If you want a free ticket to the formed, and the procession started alone.
battery. The State presented only parallel to the Main street line, while
North Knox Fair, together with an bravely toward The Creek, with ban ideals as his own had also found the two witnesses, Merle Messer and the Security Trust Company main
same combination , which he had
opportunity of seeing Knox County's ners flying and bands blaring.
The tains that its relationship is to Spring
Escort duty was uprformed by found. C.eopge Washington, whose Medical Examiner Frohock.
beautiful lakes and mountains, as a
former testified that on the night of street. Some 35 deeds were intro
guest of the Curtiss Flying Service Claremont Command^’ K. T. of courage and wisdom directed the af June 15 he heard an altercation out duced as evidence Judge Pattangall
fairs of our struggling Army to a
Just keep your "weather eye peeled" Kockland and Camden Commandery,
triumphant end, Alexander Hamilton side of his office door at Messer’s took the case from the jury, and
for Capt. Bill ns'he swoops out over K. T. of Camden, both of which
whose great genius was the magic Garage, and saw Butler strike Hadley will render a decision in vacation.
the clouds over your homes on the turned out good sized contingents force which knitted discordant ele D. Prouty, proprietor of the 101 Ex
• • * •
under the circumstances. On the left
21st. ’
In the cease of Abram Cassman of
press,
on
the
head.
Prouty
crumpled
ments
and
brought
solidity
out
of
of the line were representatives from
Rockland, who \vps Charged with,
13 of the blue lodges in the 8th and warring factions. Benjamin Franklin, Xo the Door.
LOVES THE OLD HOME
Dr. Frohock testified that the vic leaving the scene of an accident with
9th Masonic districts, aggregating whose wisdom and quaint humor not
out reporting, Attorney Pike filed a
nearly 150 brethren. Music was fur only guided but pacified the different tim’s death was the result of a blow demurrer for the respondent, and it
Former School Teacher Hae Been
on
the
head,
and
told
of
finding
two
parties
and
elements
which
were
all
nished by the Rockland City Band,
was sustained. This was an appealed
marks.
Twenty-three Years in California
which had given an informal but in working for our Country’s good but
The respondent admitted striking case from Rockland Municipal Court,
spiring concert in front of Knox which disagreed as to methods, nnd
and went to Supreme Court as a test
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Hotel, while the parade was forming; John Marshall, were all Master Ma Prouty, hut said that he did so in case.
self-defense, Prouty having struck
Prt bably in the twenty-three years and by the Camden Boys’ Band, which sons.
him first.
• • • •
1 have spent in California, since I left played exceptionally well on the
ONE FROM KNOX
Associated with County Attorney
lioekland. the majority of its citizens march, under the leadership of Di
Many other names might he added Campbell in this trial was Attorney
have forgotten me, but ail these years rector Fish.
to those which I have just mentioned, General Robinson, who cross exam Maine Has Had Five Labor Commis
your paper has kept me in touch with
• ♦ • •
names prominent both in the Ma ined Butler, and made the argument
sioners.—Their Pictures Now Hung
home. I do not expect to see Rock
sonic Fraternity and in the stirring Tirrell for the respondent.
Another
sound
which
broke
on
the
land' again, but I wish to assure you
Portraits of the men who have
deeds
in
which
Gen.
Knox
took
part.
The drawn jury of which Fred
all that I am happy in my California ear as the procession made its ap Paul Revere, Gen. Warren. Gen. Lee.
been at the head of the State Labor
pearance on Creek Hill was the peal
Miller
of
Union
was
foreman,
was
out
home—enjoy its delightful climate, its
ing of the Paul Revere hell in the Old and Gen. JUreen, and a host of others more than four hours, returning a Department since its establishment
fine scenery, its wonderful vegetables
Church on the Hill, rung for a sec might be named as coming within verdict of guilty. Sentence will he have just been framed and hung in
and fruits—but I would like a Maine ond time in many years, the other oc this classification, all inspired, we
given probably on the closing day of the office of the present commis
apple!
casion being the celebration of Gen. have faith to believe, hy the remark the term..
sioner, Charles O. Beals.
SO NEAR EIGHTY-FIVI
Knox’s birthday July 25 when ground able similarity of the principles of
* * * *
Although the department has been
A Rondel
was broken by Cyrus H. K. Curtis the cause for which they were con
The elusive Russell (“Monk”) active since 1^87, only four men have
So near eighty-flee. and still atn I dreaming. for the new “Montpelier.”
tending and the principles of the Thomas, who in the past lias not preceded Mr. Beals.
•
While pleasures and beauty for others contrive.
When the marchers arrived at the Fraternity which they loved. The taken prison bars seriously, pleaded
The first man named to head the
For joy and their comfort still am I scheming,
site of the memorial they found that ideals of Masonry and Americanism guilty to the charge of breaking, en old labor bureau was Samuel W.
Bo near Eighty-Five I
special seats had been provided for then, as now, went hand in hand. It tering and larceny and was sentenced Matthews of Caribou who served 20
To me rome these truths as daily I strive
them in front of the corner-stone. is said that those patriotic rioters to three to five years in State years, from 1887 to 1907. The next
In someway and somehow, somewhere redeem
They found also that they had been who, in protest of England's oppres Prison. He was charged with break two incumbents were short term
ing
preceded by many of the townspeople, sive principle of taxation without ing into the Thurston Oil Company’s men: Thomas J. Lyons of Vinalhaven
I Mistakes of my life, God only ean shrive.
conspicuous among whom were the representation destroyed a cargo of filling station on Park street and
] So hopefully waiting, trusting and beaming.
who served from 1907 to 1911 when
school children, who had been dis tea in Boston Harbor were a com stealing $250. He was arrested after
I welcome my tasks which help me to thrive ;
the law was changed, and John F.
pany
of
men
who
had
just
closed
a
missed
early
in
order
to
attend
exer

One never grows old. except In the seeming.
s me especially clever detective Ayork
cises of such an historic nature. Many communication of a Lodge of Mas by the Sheriff and police forces, hut Connelly of Bangor who was at the
So near Eighty-Five 1
head of the department from 1911 to
visitors had also come from out of ter Masons in Boston.
Louise Leolyn Walker.
broke jail while awaiting trial. After
Military Masonic Lodges were being at large many months he was 1913. He was succeeded by Roscoe
! 380 63d st., Oakland, Calif., Sept. 10. town in motor cars, and a few min
A. Eddy of Bar Harbor who was
utes after the exercises had begun formed in practically every prom
labor commissioner from 1913 until
they had reason to be thankful they inent camp of the Revolutionary
his death in 1924. The present com
were thus provided, for the cars forces, and it bears out the truth of
missioner, Mr. Beals, had served as
proved excellent protection when an the proposition which I am trying to
establish that it was in one of those
deputy under Mr. Eddy and on his
other heavy shower care ofl.
The Masonic Grand Lodge officers military Lodges that Gen. Knox was
death was acting commissioner for
seated under the canvas shelter were raised to the sublime degree of a
a time and was then given the ap
Most Worshipful Harold E. Cook, Master Mason.
pointment for the full term, and is
Gardiner, grand master; Rev. A.
Among the chiefest of these ideals,
now serving his second term.
Francis Walch, Yarmouth, acting to my mind the very chiefest, is the
deputy grand
master; Emerson ideal of Religion. Beginning with
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Watts, acting grand senior warden; the establishment of the Plymouth
Ehen S. Marston, Bath, grand senior and Jamestown Colonies, the idea of
If I had to live mj lire again I would have
warden; John D. Mitchell, South Religion and accountability to God
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
Thomaston, acting grand treasurer; was Imprinted in our society as we
to some music at least once a week. The loan
'Charles B. Davis, Portland, grand have today -placed this cornerstone,
of these tastes Is a loss of happluess.— Charlee
Darwin.
secretary; J. H. Duncan, deputy and for a similar purpose, that upon
grand master of the 8th district; It might he erected a beautiful struc
THE DREAM SHIP
Charles H. Woodcock, deputy grand ture which should shelter the high
When the world Is fast asleep,
Along the midnight skies —
master of the 9th district; Nelson W. est American ideals. Our Revolu
As though It were a wandering cloud—
Bryant, Gardiner, grand chaplain; tionary Fathers were keenly alive to
The ghostly Dream-Ship flies.
Augustus Campbell, Leeds, grand the Importance of perpetuating this
marshal; George J. Newcombe, act great ideal in our national life
An angel stands at the Dream-Ship's helm.
An angel stands at the prow.
ing grand senior deacon; Arthur W.
This great ideal of Americanism Is
And an angel stands at the Dream-Bhlp'a side
Hatch, acting grand junior deacon; aiso the greatest ideal in Masonry.
With a rue-wreath on her brow.
Frank B. Rowe. Warren, acting grand From the moment a candidate for the
senior steward; Charles H. Leach, mysteries of Masonry enters the
Tlie other angels, silver crowned.
Pilot and helmsman are.
acting grand junior steward; Jesse Lodge room until he Is finally clothed
And the angel with the wreath of rue
A. Alexander, Portland, assistant with the Insignia of a Master Ma
Tosseth the dreams afar.
grand tiler.
son. he Is continually reminded of
• • • •
that great Creator whom we all adore,
The dreams they fall on rich and poor.
They fall on young and old;
Russell Thomas
Other prominent Masons in attend and before whom every Mason, from
And some are dreams of poverty.
ance upon the ceremony included the youngest Entered Apprentice to
And some are dreams of gold.
Past Grand Master David L. Wilson the Master of the Lodge, must humbly
re-arrested in Pennsylvania and And some are dreams that thrill with joy.
of Bath. Past Grand Senior Wardens bow.
And some that melt to tears;
• • . •
brought hack hy Deputy Sheriff Lud
E. Murray Graham and Converse E.
Some are dreams of the dawn of love.
Leach of Portland, ami Wallace N.
I have no patience with the -few of wiek. and who has maintained a very
And some of the old dead years.
close watoh on him ever since.
Price of Gardiner.
our Fraternity who declare that Ma
The grand officers and their ladies sonry is not a religious institution. Thomas was heavily manacled when On rich and poor alike they fall,
Alike on young and old.
had previously been tendened a ban While Masonry is not a Church, it Deputy Ludwiek took him to prison
to slumbering earth their joys
quet at Knox Hotel by the Knox Me has religiously preserved some of yesterday. “Monk” is the soul of Bringing
And sorrows manifold.
good
nature,
however,
and
apparently
morial Association.
the tilings of highest importance to
Invitation to the Grand Lodge to the Church, among them the right of held no grudge against his captors, The friendless youth In them shall do
The deeds of mighty men.
perform the ceremony of laying the each individual soul to Its own reli for he thanked them when he hoarded
And drooping age shall feel the grace
corner-stone was formally 'extended gious faith.
Holding aloof from the motor car for the Thomaston in
Of buoyant youth again.
by Edward K. Gouid, past grand separate sects and creeds, It has stitution?
_4» F.AJOHAAO JO/IK
♦ • • *
The king shall be a beggarman—
commander of the Grand Command taught all of them how to respect
The pauper be a king—
ery of Maine, speaking in behalf of and tolerate each other. It has been » Kirk Bemis and Gerald Bemis, two
In that revenge or recompense
youths
from
Ashhurnham,
Mass.,
who
LNITtO ARTISTS' PICTURE the absent president of the Knox said that Masonry has no creed and
The Dream-Ship dreams do bring.
Memorial Association. >frs. Herbert I also take exceptions to that view, had pleaded guilty to the larceny of
an
automobile,
were
sentenced
to
the
So ever downward float the dreams
M.
Lord.
Judge
Gould
spoke
briefly,
HELLO EVERYBODY I
for throughout all of our Masonic
That are for all and me.
referring to the ceremony as the frui teachings we are reminded of the first State Reformatory.
And there Is never mortal man
I’ll be at the
• * • *
tion of 35 years labors on the part and the last of those simply grand
Can solve that mystery.
Sentence of the lower court was
of Gen. Knox Chapter; and to the and grandly simple sentences of the
The Old Church on the Hill, where Apostle's Creed, beginning, “I believe affirmed in the case of Ernest John But ever onward In Its course
the haunted skies—
Gen. Knox worshipped and to which in God. the Father Almighty, maker son of Belfast and Ernest Carlstrom AsAlong
though It were a cloud astray—
MONDAY-TUESDAY
he gave a Paul Revere bell costing of Heaven and earth.” and ending and Swen Clements of St. George,
The ghostly Dream-Ship flies.
$400.
with "I believe In the life everlast who had appealed from a verdict of Two angels with their silver crowns
•
Capable artisans employed In the ing." Th«we(two simple but Intensely guilty of intoxication.
Pilot and helmsman are.
• ♦ ♦ •
construction, of the memorial building
And an angel with a wreath of rue
Ownership of a gore 30 feet loner,
assisted Grand Master Cook in lay
An All Talking Picture
Tosseth the dreams afar.
(Continued on Page Four)
ing the corner-stone, in which was
and ranging from a point to two feet
,
—Eugene Field.

PARK THEATRE

“Bulldog Drummond”

4
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Rockland*, Me., Sept. IP, 1929.
reraonall; appeared Frank S. I.yddle, who
on oath declared that he la Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 17, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6214 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public,

I, even I am he that blotteth out
thy transgressions for mine own sake,
and will not remember thy sins.—
Isaiah 43:25.

The Quincy House, that famou
hostelry in Brattle street, after one
hundred and thirty years of opera
tion, has closed its doors. This is tilt
fourth of Boston's prominent old-time
hotels lately to go out of service—
Young's, Adams, the United States—
and now the Quincy, oldest of the
family, goes the way of all the earth.
Our modern frequenters of np-to-theaninute hotels have no knowledge of
this Imposing structure opening off
the narrow street, built of Quincy
granite, which possibly accounted foi
its name: but if the shades of tin
older generation of Rockland people
ever revisit the glimpses of the
moon, the now silent rooms and cor
ridors of the place—shall we omi
mention of the bar?—must find them
selves thronged with the shadowy
forms of well-known citizens of these
down-east regions, who in their visits
to the metropolis of those elder day;
would think upon no other place o
entertainment than the popular and
fashionable Quincy.
Our recollection of the Quincy
brings hack an occasion when we sat
among the row of chairs that skirted
the larger office, In conversation with
our friend Dr. Ford, an agreeable
western gentleman, not wanting in
the quality of wit. To us there ap
peared through the distant bar-room
door a gentleman of bewildered
appearance, who weaved his way
across the floor and stopped in front
of our chairs, where after a period of
deep self-communion, he suddenly de
livered himself of this startling
announcement:
“I'm the greatest checker player in
Boston.’’
There appearing no occasion for
arguing this point, the announcement
went unrecognized. Whereupon after
another season of inward contempla
tion the visitor solemnly repeated:
"I'm the greatest checker player in
Boston."
The Doctor now took notice of our
caller. In an even, kindly tone he
said:
v
“You're the greatest checker playei
in Boston, are you?”
“Yes, sir, I am.”
"Very well,” the Doctor rejoined
still in the same even, kindly tone:
“It's you're move*’’

The full two-paj?c story carried by
our good contemporary, the Bath
Times, is an admirable narrative of
the city’s achievement in replacing
the Morse High School building, de
stroyed by fire in 1928, with'a splen
did modern structure, whose^creation
has called for an expenditure of
$300,000.
Illustrations and printed
details confirm the belief that the city
has not spared itself in producing a
plant that is a final word in the edu
cational field. Congratulations to our
neighbor, who shares the belief that
Rockland also entertains, that ade
quate school facilities constitute one
of a city's most valuable investments

Addressed "to the Apple Editor"
comes a communication—anonymous,
and therefore journalistically to be
reprobated, but clever enough to be
spared the ignominy of the office
waste-basket. Its author is one we
should be glad to take by the hand
in a c. ngratulatory manjjer:
When the maple leaves are turning and the
dancing sunlight dapples all the fields, we
voice our yearning for the old-time Porter
apples.

ROCKPORT CONCERT

A Rare Occasion, Featured
By Stars, and Marred By
Disturbances
A capacity house greeted the three
artist students of the Cnrtis Insti
tute of Music, William Harms,
pianist, Tibor de Machula, cellist, and
Josef Levine, pianist in collaboration
with Mr. Machula, who appeared in
concert last evening at the Rock
port town hall, under the auspices of
the Johnson Society of the Methodist
Church and through the cooperation of
Mary Louise Curtis Bok, founder and
endower of the Institute and Josef
Hofmann, the famous pianist and di
rector at the Institute.
The extreme youth of the artists
was file only feature that distin
guished them as "students," for their
marvelous talent and accomplish
ment mark them as artists of the first
water, more richly equipped than
many established musicians who have
been before the public for years.
Those who heard them in last nights
concert can well agree to the statement that they tpe the "cream" df
the Institute.
The program:

stringed instruments in ensemble.
The Haydn Concerto was given with I
poise and keen insight, and the Bus- I
sian Fantasy, a composition distinct- I
ly Russian in atmosphere, was bril- |
liantly played, displaying both ills
wonderful technique and interpreta
tive power. Mr. dc Machula was
obliged to respond with two encores,
both beautifully played.
Mr. Levine as accompanist Wi
de Machula showed that he is a
pianist of rare ability, with a beau
tiful touch, a facile ease and most
sympathetic -understanding. It was.
regretted that he was not heard in I
solo work. Mr. Levine is a pupil of >
Mr. Hofmann and a distinct credit
to him.
In the audience were noted Mr. and |
Mrs. Hofmann, Mrs. Bok, many mem
bers of the summer .colony who arc
lingering through September, and
several musicians of Rockland and
vicinity. The Mil enjoyment of the
program was marred for the real
music lovers by the unease in the
audience, the goings and comings
during numbers throughout the .eve
ning, the rustling of programs and a
general restlessness, it was the only
Regrettable feature of an evening of
|
,c that
Iineer Ion„ ln the
menlorv of ,hosc wfi0 ,ove and understand music.

Send on Samples to our -office! Hearken, Chaconne ........................... . .......... Bach-Busoni
William Harms
neighbors, to our pleadingt send a carload,
WARREN
not a cough is in the apples we are need Concerto in P major ............................. Haydn
Allegro Non Troppo
ing.
Adagio
Supt. V. D. Rowe goes today to
Send on Samples! Do not linger, for the
Allegro
Rumford where he will speak hef re
days are swiftly Heeling, and -we long to
TIN r de Machula. Cellist
lay a Huger on a Porter worth the eating.
Josef Levine. Pianist
the secondary group at the Oxford
Waltz In A flat major. Opus 34. No. 1
County Teachers’ Convention. An
And we long to taste the glory that was ours Nocturne In C sharp minor. Opus 27, No. 1
when we were striplings, that’s, alack, Elude in C minor, Opus 25, No. 12
unusual coincidence finds Ray Robanother story (using words of Mr. Kip
........... Chopin jnson president of the Oxford County
ling's).
William Harms
Association and 'Maynard Waltz
Yet our hope is undiminished, as with sober Russian Fantasy ..................................... Popper chairman of the secondary group,
Tibor dc Machula
facts we grapple, that we'll find ere we have
both- formerly of Warren.
Josef Levina
finished, one pluperfect Porter apple.

We think that this was the
first time that anything but superb
weather has been associated with the
series of public celebrations that
Thomaston has staged in connection
with General Knox. None the less
the ceremonies of the laying of the
corner-stone came happily off. It
sets one more milestone on the long
way that the people of the old town
have been traveling toward this
worthy objective, the completion of
which will be marked by one final
public demonstration, when next
summer the ceremony of dedication
sets its seal upon the completed Me
morial.

Maine draws another compliment
oift of the announcement that Au
gustus O. Thomas has been elected
president of the World Federation of
Education Associations, in session at
Geneva. It is the fourth time this
honor has been conferred upon Dr.
Thomas, and if he isn’t proud of the
fact, he ought to be. Fifty-eight
countries participated in the Geneva
meeting, and they chose the Maine
man because they wanted somebody
big enough to follow his three years
in the position, and he was the likeli
est.
"

The world’s a stage, but most of us
are stagehands.—Kay Features.

Mr. lkrai, ia 29, « abaiaaiDg un
assuming youth, most pleasing to
meet. It is a safe statement to make
that he seems destined to win
world-wide recognition. There is a
sure clean-cut technique, a mature
sense of interpretation, remarkable
tone color and capabilities for tone
building. Particularly noticeable in
his work last night was the left hand
Work in staccato octaves.
His
strength is finely balanced, his touch
facile. The Bach-Busoni number was
brilliantly done, and his Chopin was
entirely satisfying, having the beau
tiful singing quality and over-reach
ing tone the devotees of the great
Polish composer listen for. yet lack
ing nothing in power and brilliancy.
His interpretation of the Waltz could
scarcely be excelled. In response to
the insistent applause that followed
h‘is Chopin group. Mr. Harms gave
incomparably
Mendelssohn’s
“On
Wings of Song.”
Mr. de Machula is a Hungarian
coming to the Curtis Institute two
years ago from his native land. He
is 19: a pupil of Felix Salmond, aqd
the critics already concede that his
talent matches favorably that of
Pablo Casals, probably one of the
finest cellists in the world. It is evi
dent that he loves, his instrument, for
once he begins a number, he closes
his eyes and is lost to the world,
crouching over the cello to win forth
the tone desired. His work is marked
by glorious tone color, running the
gamut of the most delicate pianis*
simo. luscious richness, and ringing
brilliancy. His tone always is re
markably clean, and his double stop
ping nothing short of marvelous,
conveying the impression of several
1

Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington re
turned Monday from a two weeks’
vacation in which they took a motor
trip along the coast with stops at
historic Plymouth. Mass., .and Cape
Cod. their journey taking them into
seven states. With them were Prof,
and Mrs. Frederick Packard and son
Robert with whom they visited in
Montclair, N. J., before returning
home.
The ladies of the Baptist Church »
Circle are serving a public supper to- 1
n’ght with the usual display of good
things.
"The Preciousness of Jesus’’ is the
theme chosen for the Sunday morning
service at the Baptist Church. In the
evening the pastor will speak on
"Voyages.” a topic based on the Pil
grim’s voyage to Plymouth.
Mrs. John Boggs of Marlboro.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. George
Boggs of that city are guests of Miss
Edna Boggs and Levi Boggs.
Ellis Spear Jr., arrived Tuesday
from Boston and assisted in closing
the family summer home here for a
return to their Massachusetts home
today.
Mrs. Weldon Arey and children who
have spent the summer liTh-e with her
mother, Mrs. Ellsworth Borneman
have returned to their home in Hart
ford. Conn. Barbara Achorn who5va»
with them is iww attending school in
Thomaston a® making her home
with Mrs. Thomas Horsley.
Hiram Moody of Portland spent the
weekend here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robbins and
daughter Ethel and Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Freier of New York City re
turned to th^ir homes Saturday after
a week's <isit with Mr. and Mrs.
Parker McKellar.

FURNITURE CO.

BURPIlE

SB

Complete 4-Pc. Bedroom Suite! Stylish!
On sale at an astounding low price! This complete, four-piece suite
for only $129.00 is a spectacular special feature! A brand new
style purchased especially for this sale! Excellently built of fine wal
nut veneers and other choice cabinet woods! Overlayed with panels
of lovely soft mellow tone, shaded on the edges to walnut color!
Graceful, full-size bed, chest of drawers, roomy dresser with swing
ing mirror and charming vanity! All drawers have finished, solid
oak interiors! Think of it—this unusual value Includes four p’e:es
—on sale at this extraordinarily low price of only—

gee
Fine Blankets
Save at this tpec'al low
... 3-hour price
Real heavy
) and fluffy, warm cotton
[ J blankets in love'y plaid ef$1 fects!
Large 66\80-in.
size !
Close
over-edge
• stitching on ends
As> sorted colors.

S4 9S

9x12 Seamless Velvet Rugs!

Warm Part-Wool Blankets!
A rare opportunity to get a pair of Pa t
Wool BLnkets at a great saving. Large
6px83-inch size !
In lovely plaid effects !
Warm, fleecy !
Bright, clean colorings I
Cold weather will toon be here
Save at.....

These rugs at this price are won
derful - values !
9x12-foot
sizes
They’re
seamless I
Included
are
fringed rugs !
New fal, colors and
patterns ! Durable, long wearing and
cf smart appearance 1 .............. x..

$3.98

Fancy Silkoline Comforters!
Exceptional value at this very low sale
price ! 72x84-inch size I The smart Silko
line is alike on both sides and fancy scrollstitched ! Have new, clean, sanitary filling!
A big special feature, at ......... ............................

MONTON

9xl2-Foot Axminster Rugs!

$4.98

i£sH

2^

.{sjfl
^5

New shipment 1
Unusually low
price for this quality !
Every rug
pej’fect—fresh from the looms’
All
are seamless ! Choose from Oriental
and all-over designs and smart,
striking new cotors ! .....

LE’S

T T TV 1

AH Orders

Delivered Free

SWEATERS

. HOSIERY

$34.00

S/8\nzS\*,

Telephone 275

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

$26.50

of Extra Cost

| 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

Coat and Slip-on styles
Very’ Special Values

Now ready for school
girls—a display of Hum
ming Bird Hosiery, famed
for stvlc and service!

OWL'S HEAD

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
and MONDAY

floors

Special in Dry Goods
Colors selected by a Paris
style observer — delicate
tints, most popular shades.

A------------------------

SEAMLESS SHEETS

Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Ames and fam
ily of Rockport are visiting with her
sifter Mrs. Emery H. St. Clair for an
indefinite time.
«
Members of the Bancroft school left
Monday for their winter home in
Haddonfield, X. J.
Mrs. Florence Dyer entertained last
\\ eek at lunch and tea in honor of her
sister who was leaving for New Jer> y.t The quests were George W. St.
(”al'r. Mrs. Annie Sylvester of Gl£n-

BI

cove. Mildred Staples of Rockland, J
Harriette Dyer, George Dyer, Mary ,
Dyer, Mrs. Emery II. St. Clair and .
son Warner, Fred Tuttle, Warne” |
kills rats only
Lord and Mary E. St. Clair. A chicken ;
dinner with all the fixings and sher
Won’t Kill Llvestock^Psultry,
bet was on the menu.
Dogs, Cats, or Baby Chicks
Earle Young and family left Mon
A new exterminator that can be u»ed almut
day by automobile for their home in
the home. barn, or poultry yard withsafety
as it contains «• deadly poleon. One can
Xew Jersey.
mixes 100 pieces of bait. Hundreds of testi
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Simpson were
monials. Sold on • Money "Sock
Sunday guests of relatives in town.
Guarantee. All druggists. 75< and $2.
Florence Haskell was a recent J
guest of Mrs. G. C. Wotton.
?
|

-

-

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

A splendid value. Size 81x90;
$1.25 value. Special, each—

98c

Horses

Size 81x99: $1.39 value
Special, each

Extra length.
Invisible
run-stop hem. Hidden re
inforcements at toe and
heel. Trim tailored heels.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 692-M

$1.19

BLANKETS
Extra large size, 70x80: firmly
woven Plaid Blankets; $1.25 value.
Each—

98c

Finest Japanese silk, closeknit to fit snug. Sheer,
smooth. Sun-proof, sudsproof colors. The newlustre lasts.

fluking ^Bird
7ull Jashioned ttositru
For every sport and dress
occasion, at a low price
for fin? hosiery.
Come
today and fill your every
hosiery need from now un
til June 1.
Per pair

§

(regular 64x76 size;
Each—

$1.00 value)

89c
UST a few dollars . .'. that's'all you need now .

rich new beauty in your home!
J for
AH sizes and many new patterns . . . with the

39 inch

Unbleached Cotton

famous Accolac process surface.
Made by the makers of Armstrong's Linoleum.
See them today. Your rug must satisfy you—Y
see the Guarantee Certificate.

Specially priced; 8 yards for

$1.00

LUGGAGE

$1.50

Special Values

"BLUE CRANE”

Trunks. Cases and Bags. Laundry
Cases

Ture Silk Hosiery.

Per pair—

$1.00

"SILK SEALED”

That's how you can be certain
that the car you bu^ is in good
condition—and
is
reasonably
priced.

. . .W 1 ■

LINOLEUMS
Inlaid or Printed, Felt Base Floor Covering—all grades

(Expert Workmanship

ESMOND AND BEACON
BLANKETS

Hosiery

For School

$1.95
TrWJpTr-Jr-lr-IrJ

This is an exceptionally good lot just received—Come and see
them

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
23 Tillson Avenue
ba

Rockland

Tel. 4

1928
1928
1928
1927
1927

Essex Sedan
Durant Roadster
Pontiac Coach
Chevrolet Roadster
Essex Coach

1927 Whippet Coach
1926 Ford Tudor
1926 Chrysler Roadster

MILLER’S GARAGE
27, RANKIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 692-M

TALKED TO LIONS

iTALK OF THE TOWN
------

”4 '
COMING
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Every-Other-Day

judge Fattangall Tells Them

NEIGHBOBHQOB EVENTS

Sept. 21- Thomaston—At the vestry of the
Congregational Church. Mrs. W. L. Lawton .
About Maine Foundation
- speaks on "Outdoor Advertising.”
Sept. 24-20—.North Knox Fair at Union.
It looked for a moment at the
Sept. 2"»—Quarterly meeting of Lincoln Bap- I
tlst Association at Cushing Baptist Church.
Lions Club meeting yesterday as if
Sept. 30—Knox County Teachers’ Conven
Knox County Supreme Court bed
tion at Buckland Ijigh School building.
Oet. 1-3—Lincoln County Fair at Damaris sought a change of venue and was
cotta.

reading the predictions concerning it
made by the early statesmen. When
President Monroe visited Portland he
predicted that Maine would one day
be the greatest commercial State in
the country, basing that view on the
fact that Its harbors were nearer
Europe.
“The time is coming,” said Judge
Pattangall in closing? “when Maine’s
resources will he recognized for what
they are worth, and the greatest of
the State s resources is Its people."
Proprietor Keating knows that his
leonine brethren like pie, and yester
day the concluding course of a nice
chicken dinner was squash pie-—nice
thick slabs of it, seasoned to the
moment.
The members were reminded that
the Bangor’ Lions have their ladies'
night Sept. 25.

RUNS A RABBIT FARM

CALL AT

Aunt Lydia’s Tavern
REEVER’S

COR. WALDOBORO

SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 22
: : MENU : :
Fruit Cocktail
Lobster Stew
Roast Chicken, Sage Dressing

Jack Bedell Finds Experiment Profitable—Ready Market
For Meat—He Advises Small Raisers
An interesting new industry of
, Knox County with which a majority
of local folk are unfamiliar is the
| rabbit raising farm in Cushing which
lias- ln-cn carried on witli increasing
success Hie past year by Jack Bedell.
Mr. Bedell's large general farm lias
ample room for the rabbit raising on

person who wishes a few extra dol
lars. There is a ready and continu
ous market, the animals are inex
pensive in first cost, they are healthy
and easy to care for besides being
eheap to feed. Mr. Bedell can be seen
at his Cusmng farm or reached by
mail in Cushing for particulars.—adv.

Peter's Church. ’

SPECIALS

being inexpensive to maintain.* On
TENANTS HARBOR
the other hand the demand for rabbit
meat In New York and southern cities
Allen’s taxi to Union Pair Wed
is far beyond the supply, so besides
being enjoyable Mr. Bedell’s rabbit nesday and Thursday, $2.00 round
farm has proven profitable. The ani trip. Tel. 6-12 Tenant’s Harbor.—adv.
113*115
mals are shipped alive as is poultry.
Desiring to get the most rugged
COUNTERFEIT
and healthy stock possible Mr. Bedell
has concentrated on the famous
[For The Courler-Gazotte]
Stahl strain, admittedly the best.
Against the darkened, evening sky
The clock-tower stands foursquare,
The animals are natural grey, steel
Illuminate the dials glow.
grey and black and all the stock is
Low full moons hanging there.
registered, assuring both health and
commercial demand. He will sell a
The bridge shines out with jeweled lights,
Below they gleam and quiver,
limited number locally at a reasonable
Like golden crowds of little stars
price and recommends the raising of a
Reflected in the river.
few on any back yard plot for any
Katharine Washburn Harding

meeting at Hotel Rockland . Associ
ate Justice William R. Pnttangall of
Brown Gravy
Qet.xlG—Opening meeting of Baptist Men’s Augusta was the speaker^and among
Apple Relish
Beet Relish
League.
the guests were Clerk of Courts MilOct. 27—'Navy Day.
Mashed Potato
Oet. 31-—Halloween dance, auspices of ton M. Griffin, Deputy Sheriff Arthur
Green Corn
Squash
a large scale.
/itoocvlfc Club.
D. Fish and Attorneys Alan L. Bird,
About a year and a half ago Mr.
Tomato Salad
[Bedell conceived tile idea of raising
> Among the inventories filed in Pro Gilford B. Butler, Walter H. Butler,
Pumpkin
Pie
Apple
Pie
rabbits commercially and the experlbate Court Tuesday was UAt of the Frank A. Tlrrell and Ensign Otis.
Mince Pie
im nt has surpassed ills fondest
late Ward M. Stetson, the amount be Sheriff Frank F. Hardiifg and Attor
dreams, lie lias converted his lienney Charles A. Perry, who are mem
Ice Cream and Cake
ing $4839.14.
E.
E.
Stoddard
was
se
’
eeted
as
the
houses into rabbiteries and finds the
bers of the order, were also present.
New Cider
Tea
Coffee
local Lions Club member of an ex
animals prospering ami increasing
Mrs. Ralph Tripp has resigned as Attorney General Clement F. Robin ecutive board named by the Red
rapidly.
They are strong and healthy,
Price $1.25
organist ai the Thomaston Baptist son of Portland arrived late on the Cross.
feeding mainly on vegetables, thus
Church, the position henceforth to be seene of action, and received a veryI
filled by Miss Aleada Hall who begins hearty greeting.
Deputy Sheriff A. D. Fish of Appleher duties Sunday. Miss Hall was a
ton, who was the guest of Register
previous organist at this church.
of Deeds Albert Winslow, passed the
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8 tflgars ln honor of his recent marri
age, and got a big hand from the
Paul Jameson who has supplied in boy’s.
various pulpits during the summer
Other guests at yesterday’s meet
i months is to assist Rev. Oscar Stuart ing were O. E. Huse, Gorham; C. S.
at Kennebunk Sunday. Mr. Jameson Beverage, ex-Senator Obadiah Garreturns to the New England ’Conser- | diner, Kenneth V. Witte and Arthur
vatory of Music soon to continue his F. Lamb, Rockland; and H. R. Pctmusical studies.
tengill. Augusta.
An incomparable story-teller is
The unusually luxuriant 'sprays of Judge Pattangall, but such is the
gladiolus that makes a bright pic magnetic personality of this brilliant
ture in the newspaper office today are jurist that he would be entertaining
from the Limerock street gardens of if he read if page of Sanskrit. His
Mrs. Clara B. Emery, whose suc serious subject yesterday was the lit
cess in the raising of this beautiful tle known and little understood
flower is marked.
Maine Foundation, of which he is a
eharter member, and of which exGolden Rod Chapter, O.K.S., re Governor Cobb ia one of tlie trus
sumed Its activities Friday evening by tees. Woven into his address, which,
holding a business meeting only. as is customary with Judge/PattanThe opening and closing were con-- gall, was compiled on the spur of the
ducted under the new ritual, followed moment, were two corking good
by a brief rehearsal. It was voted stories. From the one concerning
to hold a school of instruction in tho the crystal optic he4- volved the hope
near future, the definite date to foe that this attitude while a member of
announced in a later issue. The next the bench would not be that of the
meeting will see the suppers resumed, glass eye.
and there will also be work.
The Maine Foundation was incor
porated by the last Legislature for
The fall conclave of the 38th district the purpose of acquiring funds to
of Rotary International opens today be used for the general benefit of the
at the Toland Spring House and con people of the State. Among the spe
tinues tire two days following. The cific purposes were cited research
Rockland Rotary Club is represented work for Maine (4n the mineralogical
by its president. Edwin L Brown and field for instance); and the estab
Mrs. Brown, its secretary, Louis A. lishment of professional schools or
Walker and Mrs. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. the financing of scholarships in the
I C. M. Kalloeoh. Mr. and Mrs. Homer professional schools of other States.
E. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bylaws have been perfected and the
After all, there’s no place like home, and no matter how good a time you had this
Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Maine Foundation is settling into
summer, you’re glad to be back again. And even if the pantry shelves are nearly
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B.'Crockett. shape one or two prospective financial
bare, here are special prices on the things you need that will make you still gladder
plans.
These officers were elected at the
One lady has indicated a desire to
to be home.
Tuesday night meeting of Miriam Re aid in the establishment of a fund to
bekah Lodge: Noble grand, Mrs. Lil be used for the benefit of certain
lian McCurdy; vice grand. Miss Ruth types of feeble minded charges.
Rogers; recording secretary, Mrs.
“The rq^ldrawbark to Maine life.”
Nettie Stewart; financial secretary, said Judg^TOttangall, “Is the lack of
Miss Therese Smith* treasurer. Mrs. general cooperation among our peo
' ’
’
1'
Grace Rollins; board of trustees. O. ple. We don’t have the opportunity
B. Lovejoy. Mrs. Eva Flint and Mrs. to discuss things all would be glad
Nellie Wade. Further plans were
to join in. It has always been said
made for the fair to be held at Odd
among Maine people that we couldn't
Fellows hall Tuesday, Mrs. Belle
Lewis being named as general chair do things in Maine, but perhaps that
idea is being dissipated. This project
man.
would serve a useful purpose.
“ram Impressed with Maine's pos
“I haven't heard such a popping
since the second battle of the Marne,” sibilities. It has had tremendous
said Col. Walter H. Butler, who, with drawbacks, but is swinging the other
Harold Jackson of this city and Dr way now, largely because the people
V
Elmer Jackson of Augusta, was pres are of a type bound to succeed.
There are no people on the face of the
ent,, at Merrymeeting Bay when open
time on ducks went into effect. There earth shrewder, kinder or more hos
were'fully 290 hunters on the ground. pitable than you find in Maine. There
is nobody more of a erank abodt
The two above named bagged 14.
Together with a package of Swans Down Cake Flour—Botli for
Maine than I am. I have enjoyed
They made their headquarters at the
Merrymeeting Camps as guests of
Warden Smallwood and twb of his
APPLETON RIDGE
deputies.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody, Will
Toliey, Lucy. Ruth and Warren
MRS. MARY L. CROSBY
Moody, were in Camden ajiih Rock
Mary L. (Coburn) widow of George land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and
Crosby, died in Bangor yesterday at
daughter attended church services
the age of 90. she was a native of
gt Searsmont Sunday morning.
Rockland and a daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown. Mr. and
John S. and Sarah Coburn. Her Mrs. Artrtur Sprowl. Mr. and Mrs.
home had been in Bangor since 1889,
Leslie Hall, Mrs. HazH Perry and
and she is survived by a daughter,
Charles Graham motored’to Bingham
f
*
Mrs. Frances Wilson Carr. ITIvate
and other places of interest Sunday,
funeral services will be held at the
LITTLE PIG
making a trip of 208 miles.
family home on Second street. Ban
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley, Miss
gor Saturday at 2.39 and friends are
Chrystal Stanley and Mrs. Elizabeth
requested to omit flowers.
Newhert motored to Stockton Springs
Sunday afternoon and were callers at
Capt. and Mrs. Adrian J. Stanley’s
Just received, lot of fabric gloves,
and of Miss Katie Niskanen.
”50 cents. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv
■ Rev. J. L. Corson and Miss Villa
sho
Mary’s boy friend said now that Burroughs of Rockland attehded the
Baptist Church Sunday morning, tak
the beaches are closing he “didn
know what to do with his weekend. ing part in the services.
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Kinney are
Says Mary “Hang your hat on It
Here’s a weekend sale you can hang leaving this week for Dover-Foxcroft
Strawberry
your hat on. Serving Trays 59c, where they will make their home.
Mrs. Kinney being in such ill health,
Raspberry
Flower Vases 57c. and 29c. at Crle'
Itwv. Mr. Kinney had to resign his
Gift Shop.—adv.
•
Cherry
pastorate here. He will preach next
Farm relief already includes ere Sunday, however.
Lemon
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of Vasation of eight new Federal jobs.—
Orange
Alboro were Sunday guests of Mr.
Dallas News.
and Mrs. Willard Ilrown.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fltteil, $14 ; long,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ev
$10; junks. $12; soft wood fitted. $9: junks, erett Whitney were Mr. and Mrs. C.
$8, delivered. L. V. TOLMAX. Tel. 263-1:!.
II. Conant of Wtarren, Mr. and Mrs.
POT ROAST
113-tf
George Ryder, F. A. Hansen, Miss
Clara Ordway, Mr. and Mrs. Allhy,
Mrs. Richard Ryder of Camden and
Miss Susie Hansen of Belfast.
Oet. 7—City Council meeting.
Oct. 13—Bishop Brewster will visit St.

Wooster’s Market
Beef
Pork

Haddock
Halibut
Lamb
Swordfish
Veal
Mackerel
Chickens
Clams
Oysters
Home Made Sausage
Fresh Vegetables
FREE DELIVERY
TEL. 600

m-113

PERRY’S MARKET
Rockland, Me.

The Friendly Store ,

WHERE

QUALITY

AND

PRICES

MEET

“Back Home Specials”

AT A SPECIAL PRICE

DON’T MISS

OPPORTUNITY!

2 for

8 ounce size
42 Cents
4 ounce size
25 Cents

America’s Favorite Dessert
Five Flavors

3 for 23 Cents

WESTBROOK

Seminary
and Junior College
For girls. Thorough college preparation.
Member American Association Junior Colleges.
Music, art, dramatics, home economics, fttenoraphlc courses.
8mail classes. Charming
campus. Gymnasium, sports. Rate $1000.
Catalog. Agon M. Safford. Prln., Box T.
Portland. Maine.

1-51

A Warm,
Comfortable,
Convenient
Home
Fall is coming with chill winds,
rain and aleet. I have a Heated
Apartment, 7 Room, with Sun
Porch, Bath and Fireplace for you.

Warm and Cozy
Rent Very Reasonable
Location Very Good

MIKE ARMATA
REAL ESTATE
w
Tel. 1147-J
Park Theatre Bldg.
Rockland

Homes Found For You
Tenants Found For You
Tenements Rented For You

BORN

. 4

WOTTON—At Whitney Maternity Home. In- '
graham HUI, Sept. 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alanson Dwight Wotton (Ida Carter) of
Friendship, a son, Elliot Dwight.

“There’s a Reason” Dozens of
Them

MARRIED
LEVHNSALBR-PETTFzE — At Waldoboro,
Sept. 16, by Rev. Henry O. iMegert, Arnold
Levensaler and Miss Violet Pettee.
CARNIE-ROBINSON—At Southwest Harbor, 1
Sept. 11. by Rev. G. W. MoKeyes, R. Hector
Carnle of Boston and Miss Marcia M. Rob
inson of Southwest Harbor.
CARlTY-PARRITT -At Rockland. Sept. 5,
by Rev. H. R. Wlnchenbaugh, Richard Yoe
Carlty and Doris May Parrltt, both of Rock
land.
THOMPSON-BEAL—At St. George. Sept. 18,
by Rev. H. R. Wlnchenbaugh. Ralph I.
Thompson of St. George and Millian Velora
Beal of Steals.
•

DIED
FARRINGTON—At 'East Warren. Sept. 17.
Sarah L., widow of Allen Farrington, aged
71 years, 11 months, 16 days.
CROSBY—At Bangor, Sept. 18. Mary L.
(Coburn), widow of George Crosby, aged
90 years. Private funeral services ln Ban
gor Saturday at 2.30 p. m. Please omit
flowers.
CARD OF THANKB

We wish to express our sincere apprecia
tion to our friends and neighbors for their
kindness and sympathy during the illness and
death of our mother and grandmother. We
also wish to thank Ivy Chapter, 0. »E. S., and
all who sent flowers.
•
Clifford M. Spear and family.

CARD GF THANKS

Wc wish to extend our sincere thanks for
| the many beautiful flowers sent our dear
one and to those who expressed their sym| pathy ln so many kindly ways in our bereave
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Crockett, Robert
McFarland.
*

2 for

35 Cents

The World Famous Maple Blend

Special
1 can Log
Cabin Syrup
1 Spatula
1 pkg. Aunt
Jemima Pan-

eak^Flour

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
«e
Per Pound

52 Cents

Unequaled for Rich Chocolate
Flavor

SWANS DOWN CAKE BAKING SETS

$1.29

Made Instantly In the Cup

the last drop.ft

THIS

The Most Popular Bran Cereal

25 Cents

“Good to

Half Pound Can

17 Cents

PORK SEASON OPENS

PORK LOIN ROAST lb

.25

PORK STEAK lb

.42

BONELESS

Srs

ToF,y

lb

.35

SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMSPound’
BONELESS SUGAR CURED HAMSPound’

.31
.33

BONELESS BEEFFancy>Lean; Pound’

.29

33 Cents

Moist and Tender Shreds
18 Cents
Special

2 for

35 Cents

OVEN ROAST

BONELESS BEEF Fine Steer Qnali‘y: Pound>
CHUCK ROAST 0x6,1 Roasl; Pound’ LEG OF -LAMB For Roa*‘ing: Ponnd’
FORES OF LAMB For Smolher; Ponnd’
HAMBURG STEAK

SWORDFISH Pound

Per Bottle

.31

FRESH PORK SAUSAGE lb

FRESHLY SLICED

Insures Perfect Jams and Jellies

.35
-20
.35
20
.19

For Better Salads
1-2 Pint-23 Cents
1 Pint-41 Cents
’AYONNAlSf

1 Quart-79 Cents

NATIVE TINKER

.29 MACKEREL 4for

.25

Genuine native

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN Dozen’
TOKAY GRAPES 2PouBds-

Drink It and Sleep
97% Caffein Removed

'

.12
.25

WE INVITE COMPARISON OF QUALITY AND PRICES

69 Cents
Per Pound

HOPE

Lamson-Hubbafd

pa

OUR

FEATURE STYLE
LIGHTWEIGHT and
DURABLE

Lamson-Hubbard Hats
SOLD BT

BURPEE & LAMB
Sole Agents
ROCKLAND, ME.

Camden and Richard Howard is at
tending the dairy farm during his
absence.
Mrs. E. L. Carver spent the after
Wilbert Gove was in Rockland for
noon Sunday at her daughter's, Mrs.
the day recently.
Herman Howard is vacationing at P. L. Brown of North Haven.

EAGLE

EASY TO SERVE—EASY TO DIGEST

With Shredded Wheat in the home you are ready
for every emergency—a quick breakfast for husband
and children with no work or worry — a delicious
lunch — a satisfying supper — eat it with milk and
berries or sliced bananas.

AN

IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY

Mrs. Helen Watts of South Thom
aston was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Allen last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene True and
Osmond True left Sunday via the
White Mountains route for Hyde
Park, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Weaver of
Washington, D. C., have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True and
family.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Will Harwood have
returned to their home in Passaic.
N. J., accompanied by their niece
Miss Julia Harwood who* will go as
far as Boston.
H. H. Payson of Rockland was In
town for a few’ days recently.
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear is visiting
her sisters Mrs. Rose Wilder and Miss
Prances True at the Wilder cottage.
Miss Olive True of Boston is
spending a few weeks with her par
ents Mr. iand Mrs. G. N. True.
The Grangers and their friends who
had such ?m enjoyable time at the
picnic last Sunday were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and fam
ily at their homestead on the shore
of beautiful China bake, where they
were most hospitably entertained.

(Continued from l*igo One)

striking statements of our faith stand
out like two pillars marking the en
trance to Masonic experience.
One other of the highest ideals of
mankind, common both to the spirit
of true Americanism and true Ma
sonry. is the ideal of obedience to
law. Of all the great ideals of Ameri
canism. none is in greater danger
than the one I have just mentioned.
The statistics of criminologists, the
dockets of our courts, and the col
umns of the daily press point to an
ever rising tide of crime in this Re
public. and, compared with statistics
from any of the European countries,
our record is shameful, both as to the
number of crimes committed and also
the number which go unpunished.
Obedience to law is one of the car
dinal principles of Free Masonry. No
Mason can be Master of his Lodge
without solemnly promising to pay
all proper respect to the civil magis
trates and pledge complete obedience
to law and to constituted authority.
True Masonry has no room for an
archy or bolshevism, and the more
than four million Free Masons in the
United States of America are patri
otic, law abiding citizens; if they are
ORFF S CORNER
not. they are not Masons.
It is gratifying to friends here of
Two more great ideals in common
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boardman and with Americanism and Masonry are
family on the Ridge to learn of the the ideals of benevolence and edueaimprovement in Mr. Boardman's con yon,
dition.
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig of Thomaston
The ideal of benevolence, is one In
visited friends here Friday.
Leroy Weaver is having his house which both* our Country and our Or
der take great pride. No country in
painted.
_
Richard Ralph has entered upon the world has so many schools for
his second year at Lincoln Academy, the young, so many hospitals for the
and Alfred Jackson and Carlton sick, and homes for the indigent and
Jackson their second year at High infirm as has America. Masonry also
School. Howard Tisdale is also at fosters the spirit of benevolence and
carries it into active practice in every
tending High School.
The Farm Bureau held a home one of the forty-eight Grand Juris
nursing demonstration at the home of dictions of this Country. Nearly every
Mrs .Irene Sprague Tuesday after Grand Lodge in the United States of
noon with Miss Eliza Steele. Red Cross America maintains one or more Ma
nurse in attendance. Many useful sonic Homes, for the care of depend
ent Masons and their families, and
hints were given on the care of the
while Maine, with its approximately
sick in the home.
44.000 Free Masons, has not as yet
The first of a series of cottage
prayer meetings was held Tuesday felt a stressing need of a Masonic
Home, yet by the generosity of its
eveniftg of this week at the home of
membership, the Gland Lodge of
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Brown.
Maine is disbursing approximately
$27,000 yearly for the relief of worthy
brother Master Masons, their widows
and orphans.
To these ideals and principles
which I have tried to describe. Gen.
Knox sincerely subscribed, and in the
activities of his life he strove to ex
emplify them and perpetuate them,
and for this we honor his memory to
day. »

52nd Anniversary

Those of us who are fearful that
these ideals and principles are being
undermined by foreign propaganda
and by those who have been taught
that government, all government, was
a tyrannical machine to be hated and
feared, should consider that figure,
at once pathetic and sublime, of that
great Mason and American, George
Washington, on his knees at Valley
Forge in humble supplication to
Deity, because he had learned that
great lesson, from Masonry and from
his experience, that when the wisdom
of man falls, there is an inexhaustible
supply above yielded to mankind
through the power of prayer.
We have used in the laying of this
corner-stone the plumb, square and
level. By these we are constantly re
minded of those cardinal principles of
rectitude, virtue and equality. We
should remember that Masonry is a
field wherein we must sow. often
times leaving others to reap the har
vest. We should remember that he
who enters Masonry seeking for an
opportunity for service to his fellowman will find an unlimited oppor-

ATLANTI C
RANGE WEEK
SEPTEMBER 16
SPECIAL DISPLAY & SALE
JMake your kitchen cosy and cheerful with an Atlantic

You’ll tell

est green in lustrous and durable enamel. NO BLACKING—just wipe occasionally
HOP FLAVORED

•’

your dealer

THESE Atlantic^ are built for long life and faithful service. They are famous

WmaltSYR«'
^heuser
--------

Special Attractive Terms during Atlantic Range Week
beginning September 16

Two persons weighing 563 and 549
pounds, were married at Huntington,
and this may be taken as an indica
tion that they do not regard mar
riage lightly.—Indianapolis News.

4

with a damp cloth.

Every Atlantic absolutely guaranteed by dealer and manufacturer.

Mrs. Euda Lermond entertained at
a dinner party in honor of Mrs.
Hadley, a former resident of .Union.
Tiie other guests were Mrs. Lena
Moody, Mrs. Lucy Simmons, • Mrs.
Ereel Stewart, Mrs. Amanda Merri
field and Miss Augusta Roakes.
Miss Ruth Heald has returned to
Orono where she is a senior at U.
of M.
Alvin Heald Is at Kents Hill.
Mrs. Cora Rochon is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Heald.
Miss Geneva Leach and Miss
Florence Smith of New’ Haven,
Conn., are guest sof Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Kenniston.
Esten Lermond of Whitinsville,
Mass., was a weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lermond.
Mrs. Euda Lermond was a caller
at Knox Hospital this week to see her
sister, Mrs. Athalene Forbes ot
Haverhill, Mass., who has just under
gone a surgical operation.
Mrs. Leon Beane and daughter
Clarice who came from Minnesota to
attend the G.A.R. Convention in Port
land, have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs A. C. Heald.
Chester McFarland is at home.
Mrs. Arthur Evans has gone to
Springfield to attend the Eastern
Stat s Exposition.
The Monmouth Canning Co., ex
pects to finish canning corn this
week.
Mrs. John Cunningham is ill at her
home.
At the meeting of Bethel Rebekah
Lodge Monday evening the following
officers were elected: Noble Grand.
Addle Mitchell; vice grand. Grace
Williams: recording, secretary, Clemice Robbins; financial secretary,
Linda Tlavis; treasurer, Henrietta
Harding.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Thurston and
friends from New Hampshire have
occupied the George Thurston cot
tage this past week.

quality * if you
want absolute satisfact*
ion and. perfect results
every time * * * *

T

wood and GAS.

UN1ON

If you want real

HIS COMPLETE LINE —Standard in New England for over 50 years —
now offered in four attractive hues. Choice of pearl grey, buff, blue or for

for baking, general cooking and abundant hot water supply. They are extremely
simple and economical in operation and contribute wonderfully to the pleasure
of efficient housekeeping. Several hundred styles and combinations for coal,

tunity for that service, but he who
enters Masonry solely for his own
benefit is, and should be. doomed to
hitter disappointment We should, in
the language of Longfellow. "Wake
and listen to hear'the hurrying foot
steps of that steed and the midnight
message of Paul Revere." bearing in
mind that when he carried that fate
ful message he gave it to those whose
faithful breasts he knew would be a
safe repository for his secret.
The man whose memory we honor
today freely and voluntarily accepted
two great trusts, the one to his
Country by which he put his life In
peril of death, either upon the battlefield or on the scaffold, the other
to this Fraternity by coming under
the same vows and obligations to
which you and I have assented. Let
us then considerately, even prayer
fully. seek for strength to make Ma
sonry a living force for law, for
order, for benevolence, for love of
Country, and for love of God.
• • • •
Arrangements for the laying of the
corner-stone were made by Judge Ed
ward K. Gould of Rockland. Harry
C. Moody ot Thomaston and Belmont,
Mass., and Arthur J. Elliot of Thomnston.
Their influence with the
Weather Department was somewhat
inconspicuous, but in every other respect their stewardship was beyond
criti ?ism.

You can pick
and choose and choose
and pick-*but one thing
is certain * * *

range in one of the bright new enamel colors

- BuSC*1'1*/
---

-- —,

you want
the malt
that’s made

by Anheuser-Busch—

f MAIL COUPON TODAY y

For Sale By
Portland Stove Foundry Co.
Foot Chestnut Street, Portland, Maine

Mail Catalog of Atlantic Ranges and Free
Booklet, “The Secret of Better Baking. "

I
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND AND STONINGTON

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

Streets

7~'*

BM-lOfi

G*PT. KIDO, JR.
FINDS TREASURE
IN BIN60R
Fame of Priest’s Indigestion
Powder Spreading Through
The Dramatic Profession
Chicago, Feb. 24, 1919
H. K. Priest, Esq.,
Dear Sir: —
Iatst year while playing Bangor
with “Captain Kidd. Jr.” you gave
me a couple of sample bottjes of your
indigestion powders. One night at
the«Gluh (Friars) Tom McNamara,
the cartoonist who draws “Us Boys,'
was suffering the tortures of the
damned. I chased over to my hotel,
got one of the little bottles of your
remedy and brought him back to
normal. This season I am with Mr.
ind Mrs. Sidney Drew in “Keep Her
Smiling." Mys. Drew for some time
has been a sufferer from indigestion
and has had treatment thorn a num
ber of doctors without any great
amount of success. I had the little
bottle of your powders in my trunk
and I want to tell you that yodr rem-*
edy is the only thing that has given
ter relief and it is at her request,
that I am writing this letter. Will
you please send immediately to me
at the address below, one ot your
large hotties and incidentally you
might put in a few* of those sample
bottles. I think probably it will be
better to send the package by Ex
press. Would you like a letter from
Tom McNamara for your window
display? If so, I’ll get it for you. al
so I think I can arrange a letter of
recommendation front Mrs. Sidney
Drew. Please attend to this at once.
I don't know the price of the powders
so you can either send them C. O. D.
or I will send the monpy on to you,
but send them immediately. If Bill
Bailey Is still with you give him my
regards, and with the best of every
thing for yourself.
1 am sincerely,
LINCOLN PLUMMER,
Care of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
Co., Week of March 2nd. Minneapolis,
Minn., Metropolitan Theatre.
Week of March 9th, St. Paul. Minn,
Metropolitan Theatre

KNOX ARBORETUM

Stomach Disorders
First Revealed by
Coated Tongue

Academy Science 'Building
Stands Woefully In Need
of $3000 This Fall
The sunt of $3,000 is needed to com
plete the first story of the Knox
Academy Science building, this fall.
In response to our call these con
tributions have been made:
Walter J. fijeh. Camden.
$110.00
H. N. McDougall, Rockland.
25.00
C. Harold Jameson. M. I).,
Rockland,
5.00
Capt. John Brown, Thomas
ton,
5.00j
George A. Buker, Warden,
Thomaston,
5.00
Peter Hansen, Fayettville, N.
Y„
....
5.00
(Miss) Hilda George, Thomas
ton.
5.00
Axel Nelson, Thomaston,
5.00
(Mrs.) L. I. Rockwell, Friend
ship.
5.00
Lewis C. Tatham, South China,
Maine,
5.00
W. C. Lufkin. Rockport,
5.00
(Mrs.) Maude A. Lufkin. Rock
port.
5.00
George W. Hoag, North Wales,
Pa..
5.00
A Friend from Pennsylvania.
5.00 !
A Friend. Warren.
1.00
G. J. Beattie, Thomaston,
1.00
S. Nllo Spear, Rockland.
1.00
A Friend Warren,
1.00
Wilford Robinson. St. George,
1.00
W. C. Comstock," Rockland,
1.00

Received to date.

Your tongue is nothing mortf
than the upper end of your stom
ach and intestines. It is the first
thing your doctor looks at. It tells
at a glance the condition of your
“’^stive system—and physicians
say that 90% of all sickness starts
with stomach and bowel trouble.
A
tong.He is a danger sig» ■,
St’
i th.0SF digestive disorders
which lead to so many kinds of
serious illness. It tells why tho
least exertion tires you out; why
you have pains in the bowels, gasi
sour stomach, dizzy spells.
Coating on the tongue is a sign
that you need Tanlac—the medi
cine which has helped thousanda
who were physical wrecks from
stomach and bowel troubles—who
had ‘‘tried everything” in vain and
about given up hope.
Tanlac contains no mineral
drugs; it is made of barks, herb®
and roots. Get a bottle from your
«
druggist today. Your money back
/
if it doesn’t help you.

Tanlac
52 MILLION BOTIHSiUSED

$201.00

Fall Excursions

Visitors at the Arboretum Sunday
were from Waldoboro, Rockland.
Thomaston, Camden. Warren, Boston.
Portland. South Portland, Kittery
Point. Orange. Calif., San Francisco
and Newton Centre. All had words
of praise for the new museum build
ing. Some expressed surprise that
REDUCED FARES
the people of Knox County have not
SPECIAL
provided a “home" for this State In
stitution long ago.* Nine years since
ROUND TRIPS FROM
the corner-stone was laid.
Bangor
$8.20 Camden....
$7.05
• • • •
Bucksport
7.85 Brooklin
9.50
Fine collections of mounted birds Belfast
7.50 Bar Harbor 10.66
have been received from Niven C.
Kalloch of Warren and George
Rockland $6.85
Thurston of Union and Wilmot, N. H.
Correspondingly
low fares from
Rare and beautiful minerals (includ
other landings
ing gem stones) from gerien S. Dud
ley of Buckfield and polished granite Going Dates: Leaving any dafte from
for fireplace from Bassick Bros, of September 23rd to October 12th, in
clusive.
South Thomaston.
• • • •
Return Limit:
15 days, including
Who will give us a one-pipe fur
Priest's Powder for Indigestion. nace, or cash with w’hich to buy date of sailing.
Comfortable staterooms, suitable for
Norman W. Lermond,
Sour or SMck Stomach, Car Sickness, same?
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
Director two persons, each way, $2.50 and up.
of the Stomach.
For information and reservations ap
Ail druggists, 50c, $1.00 and $1.50.
ply Wharf Office
NORTH WALDOBORO
The $1.30 size holds five (5) times as
much ns the 50c size.
Mrs. Laverna Orff ot Waldoboro is
Priest's Regulators, the ideal tonic visiting at D. O. Stahl’s for a few days.
Mrs. Bernice Jameson of East
laxative for chronic constipation 25c
and 75c.
If your dealer does not Waldoboro was the guest of her sis
carry them in stock have him order ter Mrs. Geneva Eugley HWrsday.
Joan BurnhelmiT is attending
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
Co., Bangor'. Me. Parcel Post pre school at Kents Hill.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
George Reynolds is at work for
paid to any address. No extra charge.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Dennie Stahl.
—adv.
Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
Haven. Stonington, Swan’s Island
Eddie Miller and Homer Carroll
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
were In Winthrop Saturday.
Subject
To Change Without Notice
CAMDEN
Lyndon Morse went to Portland
DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Friday where he will have employ
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Mr. ,.Tnd Mrs. Maynard L. Payson ment in Shaw’s store.
|
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1 00 p. M. Arriv
and Mr. and Mrs. Allen F. Payson
Reuei Orff and family were call ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
motored to New York this week ers at Everett Shuman's Sunday eve Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
where they will make a short Stay.
ning.
at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
E. L. Sprague is moving into the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman and STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Hosmer house on Mountain street son Roger. Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Teague
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
which he recently purchased.
and Nellie Wlnchenbach were guests Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
Haven
8.20: due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Louis BramhaU returned this week of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll in
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.
to his home in Philadelphia after a Union Sunday.
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
visit with relatives in Camden.
Miss Beulah Mank is attending arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 p. AI.
Tillson Thomas left this week for high school at Waldoboro.
B. H STINSON
"4-tf
General Agent
Brunswick wtyere he will enter BowMr. and Mrs. George Eugley and
doin College.
Robert Sukeforth motored, to Unity
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manager Sunday and called on Mr. and Mrs.
of the Western Union Telegraph Farwell.
office, has sold her Chevrolet coupe
Zolvin^ Mank, George Flanders,
and is now driving a sedan of the
Florence Smith and Dora Mank were
same make.
in Jay Sunday, guests of Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Smyth are en
joying a motor trip through places of Mrs. George B. Davis.
interest In Canada.
The proposed new calendar would
The Schulyer Days left by automo
bile yesterday for their home in New have an extra Sunday and* we are
York city afirr spending the summer against that. There are far too many
at their cottage on lower Bay View automobile accidents as matters
stand.—Nashville Banner.
street.
FOR CONSTIPATION. DlARRHU,f£VERJSMNESS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Weaver re
turned yesterday to their home in
Washington, D. C., after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilmore.
Fred an# Arthur Dean have been
enjoying a duck hunting trip at Cole
man Pond; Lincolnville.
i
Josef Hofmann and family are re
turning this week to their home in
Philadelphia after spending the sum
mer in Camden.
Hon. David Jayne Hili and John
Tillema and family are leaving Mon
day for Washington, D. C., having
passed the summer in town.
The Camden High School will not
have a football team this season but
the boys have formed an independent
team and some interesting games are
looked for. Several of the business
men are contributing money for the
team and the support of the fans is
asked for. The first game will be
played here Saturday, Sept. 28 be
tween Rockland and Camden.
Harry Hatch arrives today from
Salem. Mass., to spend a few weeks
with hLs sister, Mrs. Luella Manches
ter.

BOSTON

EASTERN

tteamuhip line*

Full Sizf. Plymouth RoAnsTtz, $67$

PLEASANT POINT
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne have
closed their summer home and left
Sunday for New York.
Mrs. Alonzo Seavey visited rela
tives at Broad Cove last week. .
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Collamore in Rockport after
which thej- visited places of interest
in Rockport and Camden.
Mrs. C. R. Gray will close her cot
tnge this week and return to her home
in Omaha.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney were
among the large number who visited
Good Will Grange, South Warren, last
Thursday and they spent an evening
long to be remembered.
Mrs. W. J. Morse is visiting friends
on Monhegan this week.
Mrs. Laura Littlefield has closed
her summer home. Meadow Sweet
Farm and returned to New York for
the winter.
Miss Mary Robinson of Loudville is
a guest of Riley Davis.
The new piece of road which Road
Commissioner George Cazullis and
his crew are building is progressing
rapidly.
Mrs. Josephine Shuman is in South
Portland with her daughter, Mrs. Otis
Thompson.
Miss Annie Fillmore who has been
in St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland,
for several weeks as a result of an
automobile accident. Is now with her
sister, Mrs. A. W. Orne for a visit
before returning to Presque Isle
where she is a teacher in the High
School.

(tcz/Zf rumble teat)

The

Smartest Roadster
of Low Price

The snappy Chrysler- ft
Engineered by Chrysler,
&
styled Plymouth Road
it performs with a
ster is all the vogue
dashing swiftness and
today. Among lowfloating smoothness
F. O. B. Factory
priced roadsters it FULL-SIZE — Ratable Seat that arc utterly amazing
easily cuts the smartest
ina carsolowin price.
figure in appearance, just as it
1 he Plymouth Roadster is a quality
leads them all with its typical
car from first to last—in beauty;
Chrysler performance.
in engineering; in riding ease; in
size and in behavior.
Here is a roadster that is manr
lize, not boy-size—full-size, not
Six body styles — priced from $655 to
tty-tize. It has that length of hood
$695. All prices f. o. b. factory.
and expanse of rear deck which go
Plymouth dealers extend convenient
to make a Roadster truly graceful.
time payments.
46 4

675

RLT
AMERICA’S

LOWEST-PRICED

FULL-SIZE

CAR

DYER’S GARAGE, r
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
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AT THE METROPOLITAN

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams with
friends from Massachusetts afe en
joying a Y-amplng trip this week at
Lake Sefcasticook.
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
tained at the home of Mrs. Elsfe
Munsey of Rockland cn Monday eve
ning.
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter
Carolee of Criehaven are guests of
Mrs. Leslie C. Dean. While on this
visit Carolee will enter Knox Hos
pital for a tonsil operation.
Mrs. B. H. Paul is spending the
week in Norway, the guest of rela
tives.
Mrs. Everett Pitts left Wednesday
morning for her home in New Orleans
after several weeks’ visit with her
mother, S. Josephine Wall.
Leslie C. Dean is spending a tew
days at Criehaven.
Mrs. Kate C. Dunbar, daughter
Helen, together with Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Dunbar of Rockland have re
turned from a motor trip to New
York. The homeward journey was
made via the Storm King Highway.
Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou has recently
returned from a very enjoyable trip.
She was met at New London Conn.,
by her son Dr. Howard A. Tribou and
together they journeyed to Philadel
phia and Washington, D. C., where
they spent several days in sightseeing
making many side trips to various
historical points.
Miss Feme Whitney left a few days
ago to enter the freshmen class at
Gorham Normal School.
The Saturday Club was very pleas
antly entertained at the h me of
Mrs. Clara Thomas. Refreshments
were served.
The Trytohelp Club met at the
Moody parsonage Monday evenfng
with Mrs. P. C. Hughey as hostess.
Mrs. Caro Coates of Glenqove spent
Wednesday as the guest of Mrs. Rena
Carroll.
Frank Ryder who has employment
In Houlton spent the weekend with
his family here.
’ ‘

MINISTERING SPIRITS

Illusion” Is the Current Feature At
traction at Popular Boston Theatre

"Buddy” Rogers and Nancy Carroll, the screen's most lovable lovers,
fwill be seen In Paramount’s latest
dyed-in-the wool romance, "Illusion”
a delightful talking photoplay, start
ing today.
Taken from Arthur
Train's widely-read novel, which was
serialized in the Ladies Home Jour
nal. "Illusion” tells of the fortunes of
a young magician who becomes the
“lion” of the society circles in which
he practices his art as a professional
entertainer. He finds himself drawn
by two worlds—the world of bediz
ened dowagers and haughty sophis

ticates—and the world of troupers,
showpeople, his own kind. “Buddy"
Rogers plays the role of the young
magician.
Nancy Carroll is costarred as the dancing-singing vau
deville performer with whom he falls
in love. There are a number of thrill
ing sequences in the picture induced
by the natural plot suspense and by
the dangers of the life of necromancy
which Rogers practices.
Dave Rubinoff continues as the
principal inspiration for the Grand
Orchestra in an exceptionally bril
liant overture, of his own arrange
ment called "Musical Comedy Hits of
1929,” compiled from the most pop
ular musical comedy successes of the
year. A sparkling violin solo will be
one of the features of this musical
melange.
Starting Sept. 26 Richard Dlx, June
Collyer, and Miriam Seegar, will be

ROUND POND

FRIENDSHIP

Beautiful Women
Simply Love It

Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Dwight WotCongratulations and best wishes
ton (Ida Carter) of Friendship, are
Frail child of a round of sorrows,
are being extended Mr. and Mrs. Hay
receiving congratulations on the birth
Plaything of more pleutecuis estates.
wood Hinds whose marriage was
Childhood, that was not, behind her,
Sept. 16 of a 9% pound son, at Miss
Just before her youth’s opening gates;
solemnized last week at Bath.
MEL»bO-GLO Face Powder is pre Whitney’s Maternity Home, Ingra
A spirit shy, yet precocious,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bennett, two ferred by beautiful women because it ham Hill.
A body not spent, but ungrown,
children and Mrs. Bennett’s mother. leaves no trace of pastiness, flaki
She stood with hope and misgiving
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Little of
Mrs. Anna Harriman of Scarhoro, ness or irritation. Stays on longer— Bangor spent Tuesday at their Davis
At the door of the great unknown.
spent last week In town.
no shiny noses ! Made by a new Point home.
A love for beautiful wearing,
Miss Elizabeth Hinds of Waltham. French process—'prevents large pores.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Simmons and
Such as children around her wore,.
Mass.,
was
the
guest
of
her
aunt.
Drew her where garments fresh and new
Spreads more smoothly—gives a i Mrs. Alton Upton visited Sunday
Were displayed by each clothing store.
Mrs. Mary E. Thompson, last week. youthful bloom. Very pure. Use | with Mr. Simmons’ sister Mrsr.
But loved lips, that lay In silence,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown, who I \iELLO-GDO Face Powder.
It’s! Blanche Wallace.
Seemed still to whisper In her ear:
“Better be threadbare and honest,
spent the summer here, left Saturday wonderful Corner Drug Store and all I “The Time, the Place and tiie Girl”
Than well-dressed to sutfer with fear.”
will be the feature picture at the
for Portland.
j other good stores.
Mrs. Grace Humphrey and son Al- ____________________________________ Playhouse Saturday night. There will
The milliner’s window taunted.
also he Pathe Sound News and Pathe
bion of Portland were in town over
As it challenged tier |»ooi estate;
the weekend.
*
daughter and Mr. Hastings’ mother, talking comedy. The News goes on
But she heard the warning whisper,
And, though sadly, she chose to wait.
Mr and Mrs. Harvey BrowiT mo Mrs. Cora Hastings, of New Bedford, at 7.15 and the feature about 7.45 .
She would learn, and learn, and labor
are spending a few weeks in town.
Burnham & Morrill’s clam factory
tored to Bluehill Tuesday.
With whatever of strength she had :
Miss Vivian Bichards has gone to opened Tuesday.
If here was a child of sorrow,
Mr. and Mrs. Boland Pope . and
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa and Miss
Beyond, would a mother be glad.
daughter Louise of Portland have Damariscotta Mills where she is
Mary Gay motored to Boston Wed
teaching school.
been recent guests in town.
In love of that vanished mother,
Misses Mary and Carrie Nichols nesday.
The Inspiration of her hope,
Leforest Ethridge is having his
Joseph Fernandez spent the week
She passed through her childhood’s portals.
left last week for Massachusetts to
house pointed.
end in Portland.
To the field of youth’s wider scope;
remain
for
the
winter.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boy
Ethridge
of
Port

And In time, a worthy woman,
Haymond Carter of Portland has
In her husband’s home she was queen,
land were in town over the weekend.
Bev. Jehijel Bichards and daugh been visiting his mother Mrs. Jane
Befriending the lone and tempted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Fossett
of
Bos

ter Annie of Walnut Hill were guests Carter.
In remembrance of what had been.
ton and Mrs. Sophia Fossett, daugh of Mr. and Mrs. Emery Bichards
Miss Muriel Burns has returned
R. D. Brodie
Long Cove
ter and granddaughter of Winthrop, last week.
7
home from Christmas Cove.
have been recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs.r Ava Murphy has returned to
Mrs. Martha Hoffses of Brunswick
OF AN OLD LADY
Mrs. Boscoe Smith.
j was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Martin her home in Vineyard Haven after
Her face,
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Sherman of Leeman recentlv
spending the summer here.
Above her ruche of lace.
Panama spent the month ot August
recently,
Is like a pale rose
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson S. Mayo
Rising from a slender vase.
at the Sherman homestead here.
have closed Driftwood their summer
-Le Baron Cooke, In Town and Country
Mr. and Mrs. Boscoe Elliott, sons
“Darling,” she said, breathlessly, home at Martin’s Point and returned
Arthur and Alden and Mr. Elliott’s “one feels as we speed along that life to Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Grace
Belden and daughter Priscilla, have
seen and heard in Paramount’s “The sister, Miss Amy Elliott of Boston, is really and truly worth living.”
“Yes,” he replied, “and judging returned to their home in Waldoboro,
Love Doctor,’’ adapted from the cele were guests of Mrs. Marion Simmons
from the way the pedestrians dodge after spending the summer with them.
brated stage success, “The Bopm- over the weekend.
Capt. Cy Simmons returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Hastings. us, they feel that way too.”
?rang.”—adv.
[For The Courier-Gazette]

Late Afternoon
The delightful thought of a cup of tea—and
it should be SALADA for real enjoyment.

n

"SALADA
TEA
‘Fresh from the Qardens”

home with Capt. and Mrs. Almon'M.
Wallace Sunday after spending three
weeks with his son in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Prior visited
friends ami relatives Sunday at Port
! Clyde.
Miss Georgianna Windhenpaw is
j visiting hr nephew Jesse Simmons in

Lewiston.
Edward
Burgess of Thomaston
called on Capt. Cy Simmons Monday.
Dr. Ebe a Alden of Thomaston was

in town Tuesday.
Wilhelm the Late, speaking of Ger• many, says, “If I go back, I’ll go had
as Kaiser.” That seem® to settle the
‘ matter.—Minneapolis Journal.

MT. PLEASANT VALLEY
Thursday visitors at E. H. Davis’
were R. L. Jones and J. A. Emmons
of Rockland, Mrs. A. L. Esancy of
South Hope and Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Creamer of Washington.
Mrs. Crawford of Rockland was the
guest Thursday of Mrs. Nellie Da
vis.
Mrs. W. F. Davis and children
spent Sunday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Esancy and
George Simmons of East Union and
Ambrose McPierson and Dwight
Thomas of Morrill were visitors Sun
day at E. II. Davis.’

• . • «

Fred A. Keller

Through accident on Sept. 11 which
caused the death of Fred A. Keller
Rockport lost one of its most beloved
citizens.
Mr. Keller was born at
West Rockport, March 14. 1889, the
son of Daniel and Julia Keller. He
was an honest, industrious, sunshine
spreading man who was interested in
the fraternal orders of the community
in which he held office for a number
of years and in the Methodist Church
which he loved and in which he
labored. Even the children revealed
their love for him through their In
quiries.
The funeral services were held at
the Methodist Church on Monday
with his pastor and close friend. Rev.
F. F. Fowle, officiating. The church
was filled with those who knew and
loved him and the floral offerings
were of great beauty. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Lillian Keller, his
father, Daniel Keller, four brothers—
Wesley, Jesse, Henry and Elmer and
by one sister, Mrs. Joseph Andrews.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Thomas Ashworth, George
Ashworth and Miss Margaret Ash
worth, who were at their home here a
few days, have returned to St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Church and
son of Gardiner have been recent
guests of Mrs. billa M. Blaney and
Miss Marcia Blaney.
Mrs. W. C. Flint has been in Port
land a few days.
J. T. Gay and J. H. Miller attended
the meeting of the Ford agents in
Portland.
Miss Elizabeth F. Gtnthner is in
Boston.
Frederick A. Brummitt has returned
to Boston.
Mrs. Esther Kuhn and son Edward
went to Florida last week.
Mrs. Lucy Dean has closed her
house and is now in Gardiner.
William C. Flint and William G.
Labe have been in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell S. Cooney and
family have returned to New York.
Mrs. F. M. Knowles of Revere,
Mass., and C. M. Wilder of Boston
are guests of Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Knight of Port
land and Mrs. Mary Rush have been
visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Isabelle Boothby has been in
Portland.
Ralph Morse is on a motor trip to
Rangeley Lakes and New York this
week.
Jack Cooney and Carroll Cooney,
Jr. who have been passing the sum
mer wfth their parents at The Knoll
have gone to Exeter, N. H„ where
they are attending school.
The Waldoboro Band gave a fine
concert Monday evening.
Rev. Albert S. Oliver will preach
at the Methodist Church Sunday
evening.
• • • *

It’s NEW! a utility Range-•

A

Built for year round Comfort and More Convenient Cooking

For the chilly days of Fall or the sweltering days of Summer, the new Utility Glen

wood is easily adaptable to all conditions.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY

■

fire box easily provides heat to take off the chilliness using either coal, coke or wood

for fuel, while your cooking is done on the gas burners.

The built-in fire box also affords a ready disposal for litter and dirt and its hot water
front furnishes you an economical supply of hot water.

It gives you all the ad

vantages of gas and the comforting cold weather features of a coal range.
Gas Oven is ample in size, with rust-proof enamel oven linings, clean and easy to

keep that way.

Four gas burner cooking top with an additional top cooking space of two eight-inch

covers over coal are available.

Increased heating capacity is ob

tained from the special indirect

return flue.

Automatic Safety Device opens
ventilator and locks the oven

Levensaler-Pettee

A pretty wedding was solemnized at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack
Monday evening when Arnold Levensaler and Miss Violet Pettee were
united in marriage. Rev Henry O.
Megert pastor of the Methodist
Church performed the ceremony
using the double ring service. The
couple left Tuesday morning for Staf
ford, Conn., where they will reside.

A new model Gas Range with built-in

burner when broiling.

Selling everywhere for $130 this Company
AUTOMATICOOK
On this modern Gold Medal Glen
wood range, you set the AutomatiCook to the cooking temperature you
need and forpet your cooking till it is
time to take it out. No oven watching
or testing is necessary.

Will pay highest price
No lot too large; none too small.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
I

makes a Special Introductory Offer of—

$10

for

Your

toward

Old

Cooking

the Purchase

Equipment

Price

of

this

New Utility Glenwood.

or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser

112-tf

RELIEF FROM CURSE
j OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Creek phyelclan says,
‘'Constiffation Is responsible for more
! misery than any other cause.”
But Immediate relief has been found.
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
been discovered. This tablet attracts
water from the system into the lazy,
dry, evacuating bowel called the col
on. The water loosens the dry food
waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
natural movement without forming 9
habit or ever increasing the dose.
- Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Next
day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at
the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
Charles W. Sheldon.

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner,

- Rockland,

Waterville

57?

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland Monday nnd enjoyed an dam bake: Mrs. Aura Roberts. Mrs.
Mrs. Sarnued Cottle of Hallowell Is auto ride to Belfast and vicinity.
be accompanied by Mrs. W. R. Pat collage. Craventhirst. Mr. Coombs is
Will Williams daughter Aura, Mr. and
tangall, of' Augusta, who was re recovering from a broken leg caused the guest of her sister Mrs. Cora
Mrs. Robert Brow nell of Bath is Mrs. Arthur Mills. Mr. Sederberg,
Hopkins.
sponsible for her appearauce at the by a fall while at work.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moore of Kit Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
Mr. and Mrs. Sawin Pierce and chil
children Robert, Donald. Victor, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Forter who have Mrs. Wilbra Billings.
tery Point and sons Henry, Jr. and in Portland and also at the lecture dren left Monday for Boston.
Sunday at Hermann's Beach the Selma Johnson and daughter Agnes
been guests at Bridgeside during the
William were weekend guests of Mr. to be given here.
Doris Stordhal left Monday for
summer left Thursday for their home following enjoyed a corn roast and and Ruth Bickford.
and Mrs. T. B. Wyllie. Other guests
Judge William R. Pattangall will Worcester. Mass. Her parents. Mr.
were Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Tre- be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. O, and Mrs. Neil Stordhal accompanied in Philadelphia.
fethern of Philadelphia.
Elliot Thursday.
Among those attending Pomona
her to Rockland.
Miss Mary Bice, Miss Margaret
Through a misunderstadning the
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene, who Grange, Sept. 14 at North $aven from
Ruggles and Mrs. It O. Elliot under names of Mrs. A. J. Elliot and Mrs. have been guelts at Island Home left this town were Mrs. Ray Webster.
the guidance of James Feyler as J. Walter Strout were omitted from Monday for their home in Fremont, Mrs. Wendall Smith, Mrs. Addie
chauffeur motored to Millbridge those who received and served at the Neb.
Bucklin. Mrs. Arthur Guilford. Mrs.
Monday. Rev. Joseph Strout who opening of the Thomaston National
Mrs. James Gregory was a guest James Gregory and Mr. and Mrs. Will
had spent a few weeks at his old Rink's new quarters. Beyer & Small over the weekend of her grands, n Gregory and daughter Lillian.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 11. Carver were in
home there, returned with them.
Co. of Portland were among the con Harland Gregory at North Haven.
Alvah Welt, a former resident of tributors of flowers.
Dunn street now a business man of
Mrs.
William
Fessenden
and
Groton, Conn., has been in town. Mr. daughter Florence who have spent the
Wielt is well situated and prospering season at their summer home on
He. has _
a family,
_in .his
__ business.
________
. . ( School street returned to Newtontakes an interest in the welfare of the ' ville, Mass.. Monday.
city, having served as a councilor. | At the official visitation and inHe Impresses you as a man of affairs spectioii pi Henry Knox Chapter by
und good fellow to meet.
R. E. George J. Goodw in, grand king
Stephen Lavendar who has had of the Grand Chapter of Maine he
employment in South Poland has re was accompanied by David Wilson,
turned home. He will leave soon for past grand master of the Grand
Bowdoin College.
Lodge.
Mrs. Isadora De Winter has gone to
Thuiflas McPhail accompanied by
Vinalhaven where she has an en his mother and niece Mary Carter,
gagement as a professional nurse.
James Fales, Jr., and Robert Mayo,
Work has begun upon the extension motored to Orono Monday. The three
of the sewer from the foot of Green last named were returning to V. of
street to tidewater at Dunn & Elliot's Maine for another year.
wharf.
Capt. JameS E. Creighton and
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Winchenbach Charles Copeland are on a trip
Telephone rates on out-of-town calls by number
have returned from a visit in Warren. through the White Mountains in the
fall into three classes according to the time of day.
Bion Whitney is making improve former's car.
ments upon his premises on Wads
Miss Margaret Copeland will tjioworth street. A pair of steps have tor with Miss Hilda George to NewFirst are the normal rates which apply from
been built in the bank of the lawn and York State to visit. Miss George will
the grade ot the lawn has been im continue on to New Jersey where she
4:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. These rates are as low as is
proved.
has a position in a hospital.
A large fisherman in the yard of
Mrs. Levi Turner and Miss Mary
consistent with good day service.
Now that fall is approaching, comes the necessity for
Charles A. ,Morse & Son is being McPhail spent Sunday at the Bovrtplanked upon the outside. The boat ton MctXamara farm in Cushing.
Second are the evening rates which apply from
has been named "The New Bedford"
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Cox of Wayland,
fitting out the extra bedroom or replacing the old,
and will hail from the port of the Mass., were guests Sunday of Mrs.
7
to
8:30
in
the
evening.
For
distances
above
40
same name in Massachusetts.
Donald George.
Adelyn Bushnell will play another
A farewell party to Miss Hilda
miles these rates are about one-quarter less than day
uncomfortable bed with a new one. Look at this
week's engagement in Lakewood, the George was given Sunday by Mrs.
play to be "Enter Madame.”
Ruth George, Clara Spear and Char
rates.
Mrs. William Boynton who has lotte Gray, at "Spearmint on the
bargain—Bed, a beauty in sev
6pent the summer in Thomaston and Georges."
Third
are
the
night
rates
which
apply
from
8:30
Cushing enjoyed the hospitality of
The Andrew Wilson family have
eral finishes, 2-inch posts, I inch
Mrs. Levi Turner Monday night and moved from the George Cross house
p.m. to 4.30 a.m. They are about one-half the cor
left for her home in Middleboro, on Gleason street to an apartment in
Stanley Cushing's house. Knox street.
Mass. Tuesday morning.
responding day rates, with a 25 cent minimumfillers; a Comfortable National
William Gray and Mr. Claflin who
Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Rider of
Brooks spent the weekend with Mrs. have been guests in the home of Mr.
t
and Mrs. Charles Copeland have re
For social calls, experience proves that the
George Creighton.
Spring
and
a
thick,
heavy
Cot
Charles L. Burton and Mrs. Hattie turned to Newton .Center. Mass.
evening period is best. People are more likely
Mrs. Barnes who has been visiting
Burton who have been in the family
to be at home. Calls can be completed more
of Mrs. William Newbert for a visit her cousin Mrs. Charles Copeland left
ton Mattress, complete................
have gone to Billerica, Mass., the Sunday on her return to California.
promptly. The cost is substantially less than
Mrs.
Lena
Merry
and
Mrs.
Susie
home of Mr. Burton.
Newbert
who
have
been
attending
for day calls. Plan >our social calls to take
Dr. B. H. Keller and Charles H.
Woodcock motored to West Pownal the National G.A.R. convention in
CASH OR EASY TERMS
advantage of these low evening rates.
Portland
returned
home
Saturday.
Monday on town business.
Mrs. Lena Merry is keeping "house
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Young of
Wadsworth street have returned for Mrs. Herman Merry who is in
Malden,,Mass., called there by the
from Bridgewater, Conn.
Forrest Vose of Hudson, Mass., death of Mrs. Howard Merry.
• « • •
who is visiting his sister, Mrs. W. H.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 980
Currier and other relatives in town,
Revival at Thomaston
has planned to return to his home
It is said that an “Old Time" re
Friday.
vival is in progress at the Church of
The Rug Club was entertained God MiSkion. 100 Main street, Thom
by Mrs. Harriet Whitney Wednesday aston. It began Monday and will
evening. Those present were Mrs. continue indefinitely The workers
Donald Whitney, Mrs. A. W. Peabody in charge are from the South. Among
and Mrs. Oliver Hahn.
the number is Miss Vivian Haworth,
The Chateneet Club will meet with an accomplished musician and com
Mrs. William Gillchrest this evening. poser. The music will be inspiring
Miss Eliza Whitney entertained at and uplifting. Miss Haworth will be
bridge Tuesday evening. The high assisted by H. Flowers who will play
est honors went to Mrs. Cora Currier. an accompaniment. The services will
Mrs. Helen Smith has returned bee interesting; messages by Mrs. F.
from Portland,
Brown and H. Flowers, southern
there.
evangelists. They have extended an
Horace Keizer is much .pleased to invitation to all.
recover his automobile which he let
to a young man two months and ten
NOTE the quality and the priree
HERE'S happy news foe thrifty home
VINALHAVEN
days ago for a ride to Warren. The
r the items offered in this sale
eseeutives! A A I* food stores hold
sharp eyes and good memories of
Ethel Wright and Doris Holmstrom
. . . see how they spell economy in
their annual money sating gale,
Kenneth and Mrs. Roes and George left Wednesday for Boston to enter
its fullest sense . . . the utmost
offering choice foods and timely
Lermond and daughter of Thomas Burdett Business College.
perfection at prices much lower than
linuselmld needs for your selection.
ton who were on a trip in Somerset
George Swears and Arthur Calderyou usually pay.
Peerlea* goodness at low prices.
County recognized the car and re wood returned Monday from Houlton.
Max Conway was in Rockland
ported to Mr. Keizer who promptly
' This is the Third oS
A Real Buying Eventnotified the State Highway Police. Monday.
Merle Tolman returned Monday
Five September Food Sales
Stock Your Shelves!
The car and thjef were soon in the
possesison of the officers. Mr. Keizer from Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Scott
went to Bingham Monday and re Littlefield returned Monday from
turned with the car which had been New York.
Helen Carlon is teaching in Boondriven 4,000 miles in the time it was
town, N. J.
gone.
George Newbert is confined to his
Howard Phinney of Brockton,
Mass., was the overnight guest Mon home with neuritis.
E. L. (Hidden has a new Essex car.
day of Mrs. Henry L. Bryant.
GRANDMOTHER’S bak
BKffr.it to.iccs !»<•» use
For deep fat frying and shortening!
Preston Young returned Monday
Gladys Doherty, Clara
Spear.
ery products arc the most
•bey are selected r the
from
Rockland
where
he
visited
his
m Pl.kl E GIVEN WITH EACH
Charlotte Gray and Anita Wyllie
LU
popular ... freshly de
;»lanlatino by A
I*’s» own
POUND WIIILF. THEY LAST
Tl\
motored to Lakewood Monday night. wife, who is convalescing at Knox
livered every day to your
experts, roasted 'orally
Hospital.
The pastor's topic at the Baptist
nearest A & P food store.
and shipped fresf lo p’l
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown expect to
Church next Sunday morning will be
A tK P »tor< ».
Standard peas of good quality ,
serva them often!
leave
Saturday
for
Boston
where
they
•'The World's Greatest Possession.”
WHITE
will
s|>end
the
winter.
The lecture on "Roadside Beauty”
BO KA .
Mrs. W. J. Hutchinson and daugh
A full twenty ounce loaf
to be given in the Congregational
The
personal
ble. d of a
ter
Elizabeth
left
Wednesday
for
•
•
.
perfect
flavor!
vestry Saturday at 3 o’clock by Mrs.
great coffee plan:~r!
Fancy peas . . . very sweet, tender. .
they are delicious!
W. L. Lawton of Glen Falls, N. Y.. Cleveland. Ohio.
LOAF
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs are
will be a rare treat for the people
in this vicinity. Mrs. Lawton will spending the week at H. W. Fifield's

THOMASTON

Why

$19

75

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

FIFTH ANNUAL

SAVING

BREAD

HERE are SAVINGS

COFFEE

Crisco

8<

WHOLE WHEAT
Healthful and tasteful. A
real bread treat!

HAPPINESS

Shortest Cut

to Good Health

DOZ

XOC *

▼

Thought to YouF HEALTH

BUTTER

BON-TONE

is via------

Raised biscuits ready to
heat and serve!

8ILVERBROOK

Because—
Thousands oj

!L

Citizens Hat e
Said So.

Best for Disorders of

Fancy creamery butter
from some of America’s
foremost
dairyiatids.
Packed in cconoin.eal and
convenient pound prints
• • • or cut from the tub
if you so desire.

Low Price

Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and Bowels
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
PERSON whose system is absorbing bowel poisons in this
way frequently suffers from headaches, poor digestion, loss
of appetite, lack of energy, nervousness, dizzy spells, biliousness,
tired and generally run down feeling, all of which is usually
attributed to some other cause entirely.

A

Even those who realize that the trouble may be due to consti
pation, too often depend upon a mild laxative pill which causes
some bowel action, but does not soften and remove the hardened
accumulations. The consequences are that the real condition is
not helped and the feeling of illness continues.

When nature warns take Bon-Tone, which eliminates poisons
from the intestinal tract.

An interesting booklet called

“THE ROAD
TO SUCCESS”
Come in and aik for a copy

Exclusive Agents
Corner Drug Store
Main and Limerock Sts.
Rockland Pharmacy
Main and Park Streets
Rockland, Me.

Z,S‘A<Z1C

Hart Or Sultana Peas

ZS&Z9®

Fancy sliced Hawaiian pineapple .

RED CIRCLE

so flavorful!

Pineapple

NO. I
CNN

Z3<

PuSfe'3 Wheat
Serve uilh autumn fruits

' X—23c
starts the day right!

Puffed Rice

2

ckgs

3

Foss' Extracts
hot 29c
A & I* Preserves
jar 21c
Oakite
2 pkgs 25c

'v
9 'r
I(Xlb
TeUe,.Tcn
”lb pkg 45c

Figs in Syrup, 4'/2 oz.
3—25c
A & P Corn,
2—31c
Encore Canned Spa
ghetti
3—25c
Peanut Butter, 1 lb.
pail
19c
Peanut Butter, bulk,
15c
Kelloggs Bran Flakes,
2—19c
A &. P Jelly Powder, all
flavors,
4—29c
Old Dutch Cleanser. 4—25c

LR

yj'

ENCORE

Gorton's Cod fish

X5C

Macaroni and cheese is easy to prepare and good to cat!

Macaroni SN03DLESl

EIGHT O*CLOCK
America's largest setting
coffee. Highest quality
Santos!

19®

Selected cod steaks . . . without any hones!

4—X5C

This is genuine Kraft . . . the favorite loaf cheese!

PKG 19®

Kraft Cheese
NEEDED
HOUS HOLD
ITEMS

21e

The French style soap to keep your skin smooth!

Lux Toilet Soap

.( blend of the world's'
finest coffees

t. t 41c

Tempi the children's appetite with puffed grains!

Then You Must Give A

The Best and

Iona Peas

LOAF

PAN BISCUITS

HEALTH and e

I
.
[
;

LOANS

Mayonnaise
Made from the juice ol
sunuy lemons, yolks of
selected eggs, pure spices
and salad oil ... blended
by expert chefs • . . Encore
lends its flavor to all your
salads.
•KOZ
jar

9<C
Be B

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 67 5-W

Plump, tender kernels of sweet yellow corn!

Del Maiz Corn

3^ 50c

Tender delicious cakes — always fresh!

Doughnuts

x

IO*

THE GREAT

'TI 'VH< & PACIFIC
TEA CO.

52-tf

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

FOR SALE- Trained bird dog.
L ,G.
Advertisements In this column not to exceed ATll'EARN, Hope, Me. Tel. Uncolnville 12-12.
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
;7
113-tf
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents eaeli
FOR SALE XIrace H. Thomas bungalow on
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
Camden St. Terrace, 5 rooms, garage, lights,
words make a line.
watqr, large lot land. L. W. BENNER, 2 Laf
ayette Sq., Rockland.
.
112-117
Lost and Found
FOR SALE—Atwater Kent 5 tube radio
with tubes, batteries, loud speaker and battery
LOST ~ A rose-color double compact In charger, very cheap, or will exchange for an
Strand Theatre Sunday evening, fleaae re electric. At the PARK ST BARBER SHOP,
turn to 19 BEECH ST.
_______ 113-lt opp. Park Theatre.
112-114
LOST—Hand bag between Cement Plant
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
and Creek Hill, containing bank books, sum livered. Leave orders at 500 Main St., Bockof money, automobile license. Liberal re land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMINEN, West
ward offered by the owner, whose name Is llsckport.
112*123
on articles tn bag.
113-115
FOR SALE—Corn and ndlk feik chickens,
LOST—Walrus leather traveling bag from dresed to order. Price 40c lb. Delivered in
auto between Livermore and Turner, Route Tlioma&ton and Rockland. CARL CHAJ'LBS,
107. Reward. Notify C. L QUIGLEY. Tel. Rockland R. F. I> T?l. Thom. 1«3. J12*114
Forest 5786-31 Portland.
11-113
FOR SALE—Seven room cottage house, 5
acres of land on Georges River, four miles
from Thomaston on St. George Ntate read.
Wanted
Fatally obliged to vacate on account of sick
WANTBD - Neat girl or woman to do house* ness. Price offered for house and lot $1050.
work and care for children. Write for par House can be bought with or without furnish
ticulars. MRS. BHUtLKY BAGLEY, Waldo ings. Must be sold at once. Inquire ERNEST
112-114
boro, Me.
113-lt C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
WANTED—House work by hour or day. I
FOR SALE—(Second-hand Chevrolet coupe.
Write or call at BERT DAY'S, Luce Ave., in good condition. MRS. FRED A. CLARK,
Rockland. ___________________
113*lt 74 Camden St. Tel, 877-J._____________ 112-tf
FOR SALE- -Parlor stove. Hub Heater, good
WANTED Rellnlng, repairing and remod
111*113
eling coats, for men, women and children. All coudltlon ; cheap. 11 BIRCH ST.
tailoring expertly, reasonably and promptly i
FOR SALE— Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes,
executed.
MRS MARIE INGRAHAM. 19 green and ripe, also sweet corn. JOHN KE1NOrient St. Tel. 43-J.
113-115, ANEN. R. F. D. I. Box 102. Warren. Me
__________________________________ 110*121
WANl*fcD~Orders for chocolate, sugar and
molasses doughnuts. TEL. 411-J.
112*114
FOR SALE—L. C. Smith typewriter .No. 8,
WANTED- <Url for general housework at 69 at 67 WILLOW STREET. Tel. t»46-R
111-113
BEECH ST. Tel. 42-W.
112-tf
FOR SALE-- Dry hard wood, $13 per cord.
WANTED—To buy or rent a wheel chair.
TEL 24 -M._________________________ 112*114 MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Me. Tel.
6-31,
______________________ 1<>S*113
WANTED—-Experienced girl for general
FOR SALE -Cooper house In best of repair
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN, 25
Maple St Ttl SU <H L.i-.M.
111-tf on Limerock St., Rockport ; large garage, hen
garden si>ot. apple trees ; two minutes
WANTED PttsRIon as housekeeper by expe house,
from postofflee. Must be sold at once. In
rienced young woman. Write T. W., care The quire L. E. UPHAM, Central St., Rockport.
Courier-Gazette.
111-113 Tel. 218 4____________________________ 108-tf
WANTED—Woman to care for invalid and
FOR SALE- Three cars left In storage at
do house work for small family. H. G. Blake Garage—Hupmoblle 8, E1H021. Chevro
THAYER. 572 Old County Rd.
111*113 let, 327772, Buick 546478. Inquire C. M.
WANTED—Girl for general housework, no BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
105-tf
laundry.
MRS. LILLIAN KENNEDY. Lin
FOR SALE—Twelve room house anil forty
colnville Beach. Tel. 157-14.
111-113 acres of land situated in Warren on State
WANTED--Competent maid for general road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
housework. Apply MRS. Kh C. MORAN. Jr., farm wagons and farming Implements for
Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
110-tf sale. For further Information write to MRS.
lM-tf
WANTED-Position by single man on the W. E. RORNEMAN, Warren.
truck, or the farm, or in the timber. By the
FOR SALE—A 26 \(t. power boat, 18 h. p.
month or year. Best reference. No tobacco; Palmer engine, with ail equipment, cheap for
Rockland or vicinity. Address BOX 83, Atlan quirk sale. Address vEO. H. BUNKER. Box
104-tf
tic. Me.
109-114 104, Matinkus.
WANTED—Ten popular working or school
FUR SALE Cedar boat boards, all thick
girls to wear our beautiful all-wool sweaters. nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Our proposition Is a sweater free of any money sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
cost done to advertise and establish a mail buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
order business. Write PINE TREE PROD TOtL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 106-tf
UCTS. Box 3, Wiscasset. Me., giving name,
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
address, where employed, or school attended.
junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbci
We also want a representative In this ter $10;
delivered.
T. J. CARROLL. TeL 263-21.
ritory. __________________ 111*113
P. 0. Thomaston.
106-tf
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
Miscellaneous
srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
BORDERS LAKE $1800; Ideal summer or _____________________________________ 106-tf
year round home; Too ft. water front, also
FOR SALE—Secong haud Reo parts and one
overlooks chain of lakes- loo •». D-h
divided; 7 rm. house and stable; sets back stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
on rise giving fine appearance. ____________
Best of fishing_ fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime St ,
min. to village; old age forces Rockland.
106-tf
and hunting
sale; worth $3000. See photo. J. D. PEASE,
Hope. Me.
113
To Let
U. S. POSTOFFtCE, Rockland, Maine. Of
fice of the custodian Sealed pmnosal’ v il j
----- - - —
bt received at this office until 2 o'clock I’. M.. i
TO LCT Tenement of four rooms, mostly
October 7, l'r.’H, anil then publicly opened tor fiiroislied. 13.50 per week. Inquire CLARA
Interior Painting, at fills building In accord- FISKB. Tel. U95-5L
113-115
anee with the speclfleatlon. copies of which
T(, LCT. Thr,.,. r00m ,p„r,mellt „cw|y n„.
P.T?
custodian only.
furnished. Apply rear 11 Masonic
EDWAltD It. \EAZIE, Custodian.
1]9 Ht MRS. KENNETH MILES.
113»U5
urnm-ru vrw riTaigw- pvnus-i„.t
To LKT Thr>'e rooms for light housekeepSTROI TS NEW < ATALOC, FARMS, just |njj or rOomers. All modernimprovements,
out—Book of 1000 great bargains, HHIOpic- , A|1,)|y 3; WII,U>W STREET.
113-tf
tures, representing months of preparation by — ------------- --------------------------------------over 200 men. and all free to you. Money- ,
TO LET Three furnlehed rooms for light
making fully equipped farms all kinds, snug housekeeping, heated, and private bath. Rent
village homes, roadside businesses, boarding reasonable. 69 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 1152.
houses, auto inns. Some less than $500, but ____________________________________ 112-114
genuine bargain.
whatever the price Its
TO LET Two room apartment at THE FOSS
Your free catalog is stamped, ready to mall. HOlnSE, 77 Park St._________________ 112*114
Write today. STROIT AGENCY, 813-DG Old
TO LET—‘Furntshed 5 room flat, piano, gas,
South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
113-lt
1 electrics, toilet, $6 per week. 732 MAIN (ST.,
NOTICE—Spears Cider Mill. West Warren, 10 a. m. to 2.30 p. m. Tel. 448-M.
112*114
will be in operation Sept. 21, and every Tues
TO LF,T An apartment of five rooms with
day and Saturday following.
109*114
garage. ALICE FI LLER. 25 Linden SL Tel.
MOTOR TR\NSPORTATION, loads wanted 196-M._______________________________ 112-tf
to J’ortland, daily trips: trucking of all kinds,
TO LET ‘House of six rooms and toilet,
local and long distance furniture moving.
Inquire at BOSTON SHOE
Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel. 17 Lisle St.
112-114
256-4.
109*114 STOKE. Tel. 107-W.
MY CIDER MILL is now running every j TO LET—'Furnished heated apartment.14
112-tf
Tuesday and Friday to make cider for the MASONIC ST.
public at the Simonton farm, -V.’est Rockport,
TO LET -House for small family; electric
Bring in your apples. J. II. SIMOtNTON.
lights, bath, good condition, central location.
108-tf TEL. 812 M.__________________________111-tf
.SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint
TO LiET Single room with bath. 7 PLEAS
ment. Phone 305-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT ANT ST. Tek 1173 J._______________ 111-1,13
ST.
108*113
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.;
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale by furnished _
apartment on Grove St.; large
manufacturer. Samples free. II. A. BART- i house with garage on Camden St., near MavLETT, Harmony, Me.
102-113 I crick square; 7-room house and garage,
‘
‘
“
FISHING AND SAILINt, PARTIES--------taken ^nier “
Lindsey
and Union
Sts. ERNEST O.
110-tf
out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland. PAV1S, Fuller-Cohb-Davls.
Tel. 1070-W.
101*125
TO LET—Four room apartment In fine con
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 dition ; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage.
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and , Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 21 Fadfie Bt.
110-tf
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. i Tel. 518-M.
DAMON, dentist, Rockland.
106-tf
TO LET -Small tenement at 135 Union St
108-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the Inquire 21 TALBOT AVE.
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall orders
TO LET -Furnished apartment on Oak St.
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
106-lf NELSON B COBB
lOB tf
GENERAL TRUUKING. E. W. FARMER. 41
TO LET—Four room heated apartment, un
Lime St., Rockland Tel. 1060-M.
106-tf furnished, also four room heated apartment,
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawa auu furnished. Both have bath room, gas, elec
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St. tricity. Call MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
103-tf
Tel. 1010.
_________
___________ 106-tf
ROCK_____
AND_________
CEMENT^ORK.
ceilxr_____
walls
_____
_______ _______
TO LET—House on Camden St., hard wood
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, floore- bat,L electricity. MRS. FROST. Tai.
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL- 318-R.______________________________ 103-tf
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
166-tf j To I.ET—Tenement of live rooms and t»th.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAOES , mn<l<'rn ImproremenU. Inquire VEBI'KR A.
and estates; up-to-date property, In the itar-1 I.EAC1I. Tel. 133.
103-tf
den what
spot vn.i
of want
Maine—
Penobscot
Bay.
HRuiv
i iurvvv
T0 let~S*™11 room tenement all In nice
us wbat you want. ORRIN J. D1CKKY, Bel- , condition.
C. M. ltLAKIi WALL PAPER
fast, Me.
DW-tf | KT0RE
'
102.,f
FOR SALBT-yery attractive modem cottaxe
To LET-Tenement at 81 Grace St. CALL
at Ingraham Hill. Bath lights, city water, rock i iqq u
,,,,
■replace. Inquire at CROCKETT'S BABY —----------------------------------------------SHOP.
106-tf
TO LET—Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
occupied by Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS.
B, B. SMITH. Tel. 264.
106-tf

Baked in the good old New England way!

B & M Beans

z

On Your Own Signature

Call

Seven

Do You Want

i

GINGER
ALES

„

C&CGingei \ '<• 2 kots 25c
Clicquot Club 2 hots 27c
Canada Dry
bot 18c
Clicquot Sec
bot 18c
.Educator Cream Filled
w Sandwiches
19c
; A & P Grape Juice,
|
pints,
17c
A & P Grape Juice,
quarts,
32c
Berwick Pound-Cake, 33c
Jar Rings,
3—25c
Ice Cream Cakes, asat. 29c
Fruited Beehive Cakes,
asst.,
29c
Toasted Coccanut
Mounds,

29c

PORT
CLYDE
,, ,
. ,

. .

Rev. John Holman and family of
Massachusetts have arrived to attend
the Advent Conference.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South
Hiram is spending the week at hethome here.
William Hatton and family who
have spent the summer with rela
tives here, left this week enroute to
their home tn California.
Rev. Sidney Packard who has been
a very successful pastor of the Bap
tist Church the past four years read
his resignation Sunday to take effect
Sept. 29. Mr. and Mrs. Packard have
a host of friends who regret their
departure and who wish them suc
cess In their new field.
Rev. Guy Vannah of Massacheusetts preached In the Advent Churhc
Sunday morning and Rev. Stanley
Curtis of Dover preached in theS>venlng. There will be evangelistic serv
ices during the first of ttie week and

TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on

Talbot Ave., first class.

Apply 81 SUMMER

( HT. Tel. 551-w.
106-tf
|eominenrins today the Advent quartegly conference will be held eontln21over Sunday.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 tht} firm haa
faithfully served the famlllee
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 45O;Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEES
ROCKLAND, ME.

AT THE

Hub Shoe Store
Rockland, Maine

Factory Closeout Sale
Sale Starts Friday at 9 oclock
Very Latest Fall
and Winter Novelty and
Arch-support

Shoes

Values That
Will Bring,.
Back Recol
lections .of
Old Times!

A great purchase was made at the factory at very
low prices and now just when you need footwear
are able to sell you shoes at wholesale and less than
wholesale. We are truthful with you in saying that
this is the greatest money-saving event in years. We
have,run many famous sales but we may never he
able to eual the values offered tomorrow at 9 o’clock,
for ten days only. We cannot guarantee how long
lots will last, so come early; you will save dollars!

Sensational Savings on Every Pair of Shoes

for

Women and Children

Men

Listed below are only a few of our many of hun

dreds of our bargains. Save one-Half and more!

MEN’S
$4.00 & $5.0p

Shoes
$264
MEN’S
Work-Shoes

WOMEN’S
Novilty Shoes

$5.00 values

$194'
WOMEN’S

CHILDREN’S

Arch-Shocs

Shoes

, $6.00 values

$1.94

WOMEN’S
$5.00 & $6.00
SHOES
Light Colors
Only
99c

$2.64

All Sizes

$1.47

AT THE

Hub Shoe Store
286 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

AYER'S

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer moMiss Mary Wasgatt has returned to
j tored to Portland yesterday, accom, panied by Mrs. Maurer’s sister, Mrs. Colby for her third year, going a bit
Emma Crittenden who returns to her early as she is in charge of a Fresh
man dormitory. She is also president
home in New Britain, Conn.
of Chi Omega. Miss Martha WasMrs. I. B. Simmons, Mrs. Minnie gatt is at Orono today taking special
I Rogers and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence examinations which she missed due
went to Portland yesterday to attend to the sudden illness of her late
| the Federation of Women’s Clubs.
mother last spring. She will remain
at home this year to look after young
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Veno of Fox- Miss Cynthia and assist her father,
i boro, Mass, are visiting Mrs. Fred Dr. R. J. Wasgatt. Her present plans
1 Smallwood, Camden street.
are to enter Simmons College a >‘ear
hence, a fact regretted at Orono
Mrs. J. W. Small is spending a fort- where she was prominent in college
I night with relatives at her old home activities, being among other things
I in Millbridge.
president i f the Student Government 1
Association. Wesley Wasgatt has
I William Wood has returned to the returned to Bartmouth for his sopho- ,
i Massachusetts Institute of Technolmore year several days early, osten- 1
1 ogy to resume hi9 studies.
sibly to secure special musical em- ]
ployment, but the family strongly
M»s. Llewellyn Thomas of Vinal
haven was a recent Rockland visitor. suspects it is to manufacture a large 1
supply of Freshman paddles which he
: The Knox County Chapter Ameri- learned about last year from the re- ;
I can Red Cross was represented at the ceiving end.
------ J
I
regional e nfer6nee in Brunswick
Miss Laura Demers of Boston, who
Tuesday by Mrs. Richard Elliott,
chairman of the Thomaston branch; has had another successful season
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, chairman of the as hostess at the Pemaquld Point 1
I Roektand branch; Miss Kathleen hotel, was the guest for a few days
| Sylvester. Red Cross nurse; and Mrs. of her sister, Mrs. Mary Clark, en
Alice Spear, secretary. It was the route for home.
largest Red Cross conference ever
Mayor and Mrs. J. F. Carver re- |
held in Maine, there being 172 in at
tendance. with 102 at the luncheon. turned Tuesday from a few days’ vis
it
in Boston.
i
A very fine program was given, sev
eral national officers being among the
speakers. It was learned that Maine
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White have re- '
stands 16th in the membership rec turned from a motor trip to Quebec.
ord, with 4.2^ of her population en
rolled. New Hampshire leads in the
Mrs. Harry Leon left by motor SatNew England states*wlth a member urday for her home in Charlotte,
ship of 7.3%. It is hoped/that Maine N. C., accompanied as far as Boston
will show a material advance when by her niece, Miss Rachel Porter of
the next annual roll call is conducted. Kellogg, Idaho, who has entered tire
New England Conservatory of Music. ,
i
Members of the Clara Barton Guild
I are to picnic at Crescent Beach SatMrs. Merrill Bartlett is entertain
I urday, meeting at the Universalist ing the Merry Mecters today at her
Church at 10 o’clock where trans- South Thomaston home.
1 portation will be provided. Mrs. C.
A. Knickerbocker Is in charge.
Miss Muriel Hooper is having a
vacation from the office of Dr. B. E.
Mrs. Margaret Smith of North Ha
landers.
ven is the guest of her sister Mrs.
Annie Thomas at Tire Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover arc in
Mrs. Boland Raekliff and sister Portland and vicinity for the week,
; Mrs. It. A. Gott of Vinalhaven. with and will return home Sunday.
itolnnd Raekliff Jr. at the wheel,
Arthur L. Orne Is enjoying a few
motored to Brooklin (Mrs. Rackiiff’s
’ former home) yesterday. The ladies days’ vacation from hits offle^ tour
ing through western Maine.
l will remain until Sunday..

Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie are at
Atwood Levensaler and Robert
McCarty have resumed their studies their home on North Main street
after spending the summer at NorthI at the University of Maine.
port.
>
Members of the Methebesee Club
Mrs. A. E. Norris of Camden en
i are to picnic Tuesday at the cottage
I of Mrs. Donald Karl, Megunticook tertained at an auction tea Tuesday,
' Lake. Take dishes, including a bowl, with three tables of pivot in play.
j for chowder, and meet at the waiting Among the guests were Mesdames E.
1 room at 10.30 o'clock. If stormy, L. Brown. M. R. Pillsbury, Ensign
the picnic will fie held the first pleas Otis, E. J. Hellier, W. A. Glover,
ant day. Mrs. J. N. Southard is George B. Wood, J. Fred Knight and
chairman, and asks all those who W. W. Spear of Rockland. Mrs.
J-intend to go to notify her not later Brown. Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Otis
than Monday.
,
were among those winning honors.
Mrs. Lucia Burpee gave a bridge
party at h?r home on Limerock street
Tuesday evening for the benefit of
^he ire cream committee of the UnlI versal’ist fair. There were five tables
witli two prizes at each. The prizes
| which were in the form of various
vegetables gaily decorated, and acI companied by clever verses, caused
much merriment.

!

It’s growing colder now and heavier clbthing will be needed in a
few days. We have one of the most satisfactory stocks you ever
saw. Something to suit everybody and et prices which everybody
can afford to pay.
FALL UNION SUITS ...........................-........................ $1.00 and $1.50
SKIRTS and DRAWERS, each ...... .............................................. , $1.03
DRESS SHIRTS ......................... v.............................. .. $1.00, $1.50. $203
FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................................................ $1.75, $2.50, $3.00
HORSEHIDE COATS—wear a lifetime ........................................ $13.00
LUMBERJACKS—for men and beys ............ $2.00, $3.00, $3.75, $6 00
MACKINAWS—for men and boys .......................... $6.CO, $7.CO, $10.00
HUNTING COATS ........ *.......................................... $7.C0, $9.00, $12C0
OVERCOATS—beautiful patterns ......... $15.00, $16.53, $;?.00, $25.00
RAINCOATS, RUBBER SLICKERS, FRENCH COATS ar.d
almost any kind of raineoat wanted .... $3.98, $4.25, $7.50, $10.00
MEN'S and BOYS’ PANTS—the kind that give service and
look like a million dollars .......................... $2.00, $2.53, $3.50, $5.00
F.^LL SWEATERS—heavy all wocl crew neck sweaters
........................................... .............-............... $2.50, $3.75, $5.00, $6.00
FANCY SWEATERS ........................................ $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $4.53

We d like you to get in the habit of dropping in when you come
around this way. As we are'not Englishmen we can't drink a cup
of tea with you—but perhaps we can exchange a bit of gossip.

WILLIS AYER

«

Mrs. Carrie Robbins entertains the
Charity Club today at her home at
Ingraham Hill.
—-— >

George Freiday of South Windham
has been the recent guest of Donald
Merriam.

F. A. Thorndike and Mrs. Ralph
Wiggin motored to Norton. Mass.,
Mrs. K. Havenor Cassens and son Saturday, accompanied by Miss Bar- 1
George have gone to Hancock to join bara Wiggin who has resumed her
Mr. Cassens who recently took up his studies at Wheaton College.
I work as pastor of the Hancock BapMrs. Albert T. Gould entertained
[ list church. They were accompanied
1 by Mrs. G. Carl Cassens who will at dinner and bridge Saturday eve- .
make a brief visit wilh her son and nlng at her summer home in Thom- '
aston Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Lrighotn.
I family.
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis. Mr. and
Tlie State advisory board meet- Mrs. A. L. Bird, all of Rockland, and
| ing of the Maine Society D. A. R„ will Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., of New
I be held in Bingham. Sept. 25 from 10 ton Centre, Mass., and Warren.
1 to 1 p. m., standard. At one o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. John ‘Snow’ (Ethel
luncheon will he served in the Par
ish House connected with the Church. Raekliff) have returned from their >
Tlie State regent, Mrs. Victor L. honeymoon trip to Freeport, Boston, Warren, will conduct the meeting. Rhode Island and Fall River, Mass.,
Devotional exercises will he led by and are at the bride's home for the
the State chaplain, Mrs. J. Franklin present.
Rich. The address of welcome will
The family of Dr. Lee DeForest '
be given by the Regent of the Hostess
Chapter, Mrs. Lucinda C. Moore. Mrs. which has occupied the Burpee cot
Florence Waugh Danforth. State Vice tage at Lucia Beach for the summer
Regent will respond. Reports will has returned to their home In Newhe given by the State officers: ehair- York.
.
.
j
men of State committees will pre
sent plans and outline work for the
coming year.
Just received, lot of fabric gloves,
50 cents. Fullor-Cobb-Davis.—adv.

Fall Coats
T

HAT are the

height

of

Fashion for

Dress

Travel

Everyday
Extraordinary values! Luxurious new
models elaborately trimmed with the
season’s loveliest furs.
You may
choose dressy coats of broadcloth and
suede. Like materials, or distinctive
smart tweeds for sports and travel.
Heavy serviceable crepe or crepe satin
lined. Black, tan, brown, green. Sizes
for women and misses.

The Prices are

Attractive
New Hats that wilt

harmonize with your
New Coat
Please Include Postage

Mail Orders Filled on all These Items.

Blankets!

Rugs to Close Out!

Beacon Two-tone. 66x80.
A new blanket this fall, solid color with different
color on each side—blue, rose, tan, ni'e, orchid.
Golden Fleece 66x80, Double Blanket, part wool; a
Warm and woolly blanket in all handsome colors,
Pure Wool Blankets,
Crib Blankets, 36x210, pink and blue plaids,
Grey Blankets, double. 66x80,
Grey Blankets, double cot size. 40x68,
Pepperell Single Indian Patterns. 66x80
Hardy Pear Grey, single, 61X80,

$10.00
20.00

Xx9 Axminsters, formerly 19.00,
8x10 Axminsters, formerly 40.00,

New Outing Flannel for Fall!
.11
.11
.15 to .25

27 inch, white and grey, special,
36 inch, white, pink, blue; special,
3-6 inch stripe,

Chinchilla Coats
For Misses and Children
Here is an oustanding ©enter Crane value !
87% Pure Wool, navy blue; warm and serviceable
Sizes 4, 5, 6,
4.95
Sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14,
*
5.95
Childrens Raincoats with Cap, 4 to 14,

2.98
4.95

.39
.1.98
.98
2.53
.98

School Days!
Call For New Hosiery
Betty Miller Silk Hose, full fashioned, pure silk
pointed heel; regular 1.50,
1.13
Children’s Long Tan Stockings. Irregulars; a 25c
5c
number^
.15
Golf Stocking<, for boys and girls,
.29 and .33

3.50

New Velvets for Fall!
We are now making our largest showing of Transparent and
Chiffon Velvets. Special Prices. Met a Vogue Pattern to
help you.

40 Inch Chiffon Velvet, black and colors,
40 inch Chiffon Velvet, black only,
40 inch Transparent Velvet, black and colors.

2.75

Jersey Suits!
Sale of new Three-piece Jersey Knitted Suits—skirt,
sweater and jacket; sizes 16 to 10,

3.50

4.98

$9.50

6.75

Other Special Items Throughout the Store
Pure Linen Luncheon Cloth, 45 inch,
Pure Linen Luncheon Cloth, 56x60,
Cretonne Aprons with shoulder straps; value 1.00,

Tapestry Squares (salesmen’s samples), that run
about 20 inches square), each,

.59
1.25
.59

.25

Colca Big Cake Bath Soap, 12 cakes with wire basket,

1.00

SOUTH WALDOBORO

BRISKETS
Freshly Corned-Mild Cured

25c lb
STEAK
Fancy-Tender

TOP ROUND

39c lb

Lamb Fores Pork Shoulders
Genuine Spring

23c lb

Fresh Lean

21c lb

Beef HAMS
Boneless
31c lb.

The, Atlantic & Pacific S

I

THE HIT OF HITS!
Playing
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
y-

Philo Vance Solves

MILD SUGAR
CURED SMOKED
10 to 12 lb. Av.

Oven
Roast
36c lb Great

SENTER CRANECOMPANY

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton of
Friendship were guests of E. B. Burns
Sunday.
Delbert Winchenbach and PerleyMrs. Anni# Thomas who has been I Misses Marguerite de Bochemont,
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and son Harri
Benner are working in Morse's boat with her sisters in North Haven for Marian Richardson and Mary Was son have returned from Webster
slJbp at Damariscotta.
several weeks 4s at her home at The gatt returned to Colby College Tues Lake, near Franklin, N. II.. where
Louise Palmer, Edith Wallace, Ilighlapds.
day to resume their studies.
they have been for several weeks.
Olive Burns and Naomi Galerveria
are working in tlie factory at Friend
ship.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter are
on a motor trip through Rhode
and New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Vannah and
son were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach in West
Waldoboro.
Miss Jennie Creamer of Dutch
Neck spent Tuesday with her sister,
Mrs. A. J. Gentliner.
Miss Edith Winchenbach of NewOf all the murder stories 8. S. Van Dine ever wrote, “The Greene
York is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Isa
Morton.
Murder Case” is the best. No mystery ever S3 baffling, amazing,

Another Sensational Mystery

breathless and fascinating.

cLark island
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler were
in Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Charles Butler and Mrs. John
Caven went to Rockland Tuesday.
Ralph Caven Is attending High
School in Thomaston.
Herbert Ellis is attending High
School in Rockland.
Miss Adera Bartlett has 27 scholars
in her school.
Elmer Johnson of Rockland Is do
ing some repairing for Mrs. Charles
Butler.
Mrs. Arthur Page of East Belfast
visited her bribers William and
Albert Davis over the weekend.

SOUTlf UNION
Mrs. Joseph F. Columbus of Newton
Mass., formerly Miss Betty Dunbar is
visiting her sister Mrs. Edward Heath
of Warren for a few weeks.

“The Greene Murder Case”
With

William Powell as Philo Vance
A Paramount ALL TALKING Mystery brama

Matinees 2.00. Evenings 6.30, 8.30
TODAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 10.30

ALSO
VITAPHONE

Strand
Home of Paramount Pictures

SPECIALTIES

IN TECHNICOLOR

First 100%natural color, sin;
ng, talking, dancing pictur

Par'ki
*

THEATRE

*

Home of Paramount Pictures
TEL.
40J

“MASQUERADE”
All Talking Mystery Picture
SATURDAY ONLY

|

Every-Other-Day
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Entries for the North Knox horse
races at Union Tuesday, and the list
is a formidable one, as will be seen
when the cards are printed.
The
turf fans will be pleased to know
that C. Earle Ludwick will be the
starter. This means a fair show for
everybody and no monkeydoodle
business.

Miss Kathleen Sylvester, public
health nurse, motored to Portland
recently accompanied by Phyllis
Vultlggo and Dorothy Larrabee who
were taken to the clinic at the Chil
dren's Hospital. These children are
to return in January for further
treatment and observation.

The news that ‘'Bulldog Drum
mond" will play at Park Theatre next
Monday and Tuesday has already
caused a stir among movie fans as
Mrs. E. L. Toner is assisting Miss
well it may. This all-talking picture Lucy Marsh in the sub-primary at
is breaking box office records on the McLain building.
New York's White Way for pictures
of this type. Unfortunately It is
We read of endurance contests in
limited to a two days' run here.
the air. says the Pathfinder, on dance
floors, on top of flag poles—most
everywhere, in fact, except in the
office and workshop.

TALK OF THE TOWN

X

New
Autumn Styles!
Note the sharp turns in
Autumn styles. Turn
ing from one type of
model to another, you
And each given a share
of individual smartness
in the new Autumn
mode. New effects ev
ery where—graceful —in
the modern manner—
Excellent quality with
flawless tailoring.
This is the time, most
certainly, to select your
Fall wash dresses. Look
for the label “WIRTHMOR" and choose sev
eral during this special
selling.

You’ll be out-of-date within a year without an Eight!

The Rockland Commercial College
opened Wednesday morning with any
previous registration doubled. This
is its fourth year. The teaching staff
is practically the same as last year.

The Arctic exploration schooner
Bowdoin with Commander Donald B.
MacMillan and associates on board,
arrive at Newagen today. A recep
tion is to be tendered at the Inn.

our new car
will be worth more
a year from now
• ■4'$'

-if its an ,

Herbert Sanborn is In charge of
the Vlnalhaven branch of the Secur
ity Trust Co. while his father, Leon
Sanborn is enjoying a brief vaca
tion.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
this afternoon at Grand Army hall
to work on quilts. Supper will be
served at 6 o'clock, with the usual
business session in the evening.

Senator Z. M. Dwinal's motor car.
which vanished into thin air Monday
night, was soon located by Daniel
Pray, State Highway patrolman. It
had been abandoned at the Northend In this city.
Fifty operators are working in the
Monmouth canning factory at Union
putting the bumper corn crop under
cover. Fred C. Black, of Black A- I
Gay Canners, Inc., also had GO acres |
of corn under cultivation in that
town.
Edward B. Moulton, son of L. E.
Moulton, former principal of Rock
land High School, has recently been
named cashier of the York National
Bank in Saco. He is one of the
youngest men holding that respon
sible position in Maine.

7RTHN0RWASH DRESSES
One Dollar-Worth More!

,>
In this brilliant assortment we feature a wide range of the smartest
models lor the Fall season. New Autumn Prints • • both pretty
and serviceable. Either Long Sleeves or Three-Quarters Sleeves.
And everyone is Washable! All at the one low price of one dollar.

Dollar "VIRTUMORS"
SsM H«r« Exclusively

■

Regular Sizes 16 to 46
Extra Sizes 46# to 52#

366 Main Street
Rockland

Vesper A. Leach

Some local boxing fans will doubt
less attend Friday night's exhibition
TEACHERS' CONVENTION
I Commissioner of Education: address, deil, Rockland; address, Dr. George
ln Augusta City Hall. Bud Fisher
STRAND THEATRE
----I Florence M. Hale. State Agent for M. Wiley, Deputy .Commissioner of
and Rony Caret appear in the main
Richard J. Libby of the State De-■ Rural Education: address. E. E. Rod- Education. New York: Round Table
bout while Young Sukeforth of Rock
Public taste for thrilling, mystery partment of education has announced erick. Deputy Commissioner of Edu- Conference, Harrison C. Lyseth, State
land will meet Seattle Kid Richards
melodrama in talking pictures, evi the program for the fail meeting of cation: demonstration. Mrs. Elizil- Agent for Secondary Education.
of Dexter in the semi-finals.
Officers of the association are:
denced by the overwhelming success the Knox County Teachers' Associa- heth Libby, Itockport; address. Mrs.
The Grand Masonic Lodge of Maine of "The Canary Murder Case,” S. -S. tion at the High School building in Joseph I’daisdell, Rockland; Round President, Charles Phillips, Rockland;
Rockland Monday, Sept. 30.
I Table and Question Box. Florence M. vice president, Miss Rita Smith, Bel
announces a number of schools of
Among the numbers will be an ad- ' H i' . State Agent for Rural Educa- fast, nnd secretary-treasurer, Miss
Van Dine story. "The Studio Murder
instruction to be held in the near
Mystery" and "The Mysterious Dr. Fu dress by Bertram E. Packard. Statu tion; address, Principal Joseph Blais- Mary E. Taylor, Camden.
future. One will be in Jefferson
Manchu,” led Paramount to make,
Thursday afternoon. Oct. 24; and
another In Belfast Friday afternoon what can be truthfully classed as the
Oct. 11* The others are remote from most thrilling of its series, the sec
ond S. S. Van Dine story. "The Greene
Rockland.
Murder Case” which opens today at
Wilder Moore and Edwin Starrett the Strand.
This gripping, mystery, all talking
of Warren were arraigned before
Judge Miller Tuesday, the former be thriller again has William Powell,
Every month it becomes more obvious—motorists
ing found guilty of assault and bat one reason why talking pictures are
tery and fined $1 and costs; and the such a success, in the role of Philo
want the sweep of power, the smoothness, the thrill
latter being fined for intoxication. Vance the great detective. His for
The arrest was made by Deputy Sher mer roles in productions of the past
ing acceleration—and the distinction—of the Eight.
iff Ludwick upon complaint of Ed- fade into insignificance against his
Great reductions on nationally advertised and
ard Watts upon whose premises the work in this one. You'll find "The
Greene Murder Case” far more
festivities were held.
Admittedly, America’s finest cars are Eights.
Cloverdale superior quality foods.
iffling and entertaining than any of
On his way to Denver, Colo., to at the previous hits. In the mysterious
In eight key states new car registrations for the
tend the session of the 33d degree circumstances surrounding the mur
Cloverdale Stores announce a remarkable
Masons Dr. J. A. Richan paused Ione ders in the Greene home nine persons
first six months of this year showed a 90 per cent
merchandising event - - a wide list of savings
enough in Dayton. Ohio, to mall a are suspected and it is nut until the
post card to a friend on The Cou final spene is the real guilty one
on
seasonable, healthful, quality foods - - just
increase in Eights above $ 1000—while Sixes above
rier-Gazette staff. "This city.” he divulged.
writes, “has a population of ISO.nni.
Al Jolson will again appear, this
the kind that will satisfy appetites made keen
$1000 decreased 16 per cent.
I’m the one. Tell Charlie Robins m time in a gala song revue, "Say It
by the tang of autumn air.
•
that a band met me at the station- a With Sones." in which he is support
band of Red Caps looking for tips."
ed by Davie Lee and Marian Nixon.
Studebaker offers three great lines of Eights that
Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday and
About 200 from Massachusetts reg Thursday, four big days, are the dates
hold more American stock car records for speed
Not just lard • but NORTH’S IVORY BRAND !
istered at University of Maine Tues set for this Jolson special. It is even
a® LB. TUB
day.
Classes
began
the
following
bigger and better than “Sonny Boy"
and stamina than all other makes combined, includ
BULK
day. Ground was broken this sum and contains seven brand r.ew and big
$1.90
mer for another women’s dormitory song numbers.—adv.
ing the greatest record in transportation— 30,000
which will be erected at once. This is
At an exceptionally low price !
to be across from Baientine Hall. It
miles in 26,326 consecutive minutes.
PARK
THEATRE
will be of brick construction, three
BULK
uk
stories and will accommodate fortyThe delightful all-talking, singing
eight. The electrical engineering lab
Eights of brilliant performance — economical as
oratory in Lord Hall has been re- and dancing extravaganza. “On With
the Show." which opened a three-day
bull^ during the summer.
the thriftiest Sixes. So supremely ahead of the times
engagement at Park Theatre last
Word comes from Vlnalhavjn that night, has been produced entirely in
that public response already has made Studebaker
Thad C. Carver, who has been seven - natural colors. The coloring effects
ly ill at the home of his daughter. are soft and caressing; a veritable
the largest maker of Eights in the world.
Mrs. Margaret Carver Robbins, is im delight to the eye.
proving and hopes soon to return to
On With the Show” is gay, de
CLOVERDALE
No extra gear shifting can give a six cylinder car
his western home in Pratt, Kansas. lightful and tuneful; with much good
To come east for a summer vacation comedy and a charming romance
CLOVERDALE
' 2494
the silken smoothness and flexibility of an Eight.
and resign some of the best part of it woven into a story which concerns
to a sick-room is not what one reck itself with the trials and tribulations
ALL AROUND
2494
ons as the most approved way, and of a musical comedy show in its last
Why not get an Eight—a smart new Studebaker
Thad's many Rockland friends send
try-out before the "big" New York
AH kinds at this rock bottom price!
him sympathy and good wishes.
Eight? Enjoy it today and have a car that will be
opening. The action is fast and en
CANS
joyable with scores of beautiful danc
The New York Times of Sept. 15
worth more a year from now—because Eights will
printed a sketch made by Esther ing girls augmenting the work of the
Brock Bird, who was present at one principal players. The cast is headed
The best that science and money can produce!
then be at a premium in a used car market glutted
of the perfromances of "Hamlet" by Betty Compson, Sally O’Neil and
TALL
given by the Lakewood Players. Mrs. Louise Fazenda, all of whom sing and
CANS
with Sixes.
Bird's striking and artistic sketch dance in pleasing fashion, and Arthur
deals with the graveyard scene. The Lake and Joe E. Brown, the Broad
way comedian, the former in the role
paragraph of description
read
Studebaker’s new low One-Profit prices have
Norman-Bel Geddes's scenic treat of the romantic lead and the latter
pkgs.
ment of Hamlet recently put on In- as the riotous comedian he always is.
swept aside all barriers to Eight ownership. See the
LGE.
CAKES
Mr. Geddes and Howard Lindsay in As usual Brown wears an assort
Maine, Is Indicated by the sketch ment of vari-colored vests that fairly
WOMAN'S CLUB
cars. Make comparisons. Convince yourself.
LGE. CAN
above. It derived, apparently, from scream for help.
CAKE
the constructivism of the Germans."
There are a number of tuneful song
hits destined to prove popular with
'
2OZ.
BOT.
Says the Kennebec Journal; "All audiences everywhere. One in par
the planes (and some that were not ticular. "Am I Blue." already Is a
PKG.
red), which have been seen around prime favorite with the younger set
over the State the past week or so. in New York. This number nnd
blade’s 4OZ. PKG.
were immediately assumed to lie "Birmingham Bertha." are sung 'by
Lindy's red sport plane. He would the popular colored “blue" singer,
PKGS.
have been a busy pilot if he bad been Ethel Waters, whom many consider
In ail the places where his presence
The outstanding whole wheat breakfast food !
was rumored." The K. J. can take to he the successor of the well-remembered
Florence
Mills.
—
adv.
PKGS.
a little tip from The C.-G. that Col
Lindbergh did most of his flying
CHISHOLM AGAIN “CHAMP"
where nobody saw him.
He was
RED LABEL. Recognized as the world’s finest tea !
down this way for rest and seclu
#LB.
sion. and he certainly had the latter. Cops Maine's Golf Title By 12
^LB.
Strokes—Match Played In Storm
Dictator Eight Sedan . . $1235
PKG.
PKG.
A horned snail, about seven inches
For the second time In as many
long,
which
had
been
spending
the
Commander Eight Sedan $1475
summer at Crlehaven. was recently years. Alex Chish dm of the Portland
lb. pkg.
brought to this office by Augustus Country Club won the Maine state
President Eight Sedan . . $1735
Rankin, and has since been viewed open championship Tuesday by a
8OZ.JAR
with more or less aversion by the score of 292 ovec the Poland Spring
Four-Door Sedan Modelt. Prices at the Jacttrj
popular brands
pkgs.
finicky (or rather panicky) meiphers golf course with a margin of 12
of the staff. Yesterday Norman W strokes over his nearest competitor,
ROLLS
Lermond, curator of Knox Arboretum George I. Dodge of Dark Harbor.
came over to Inspect the critter, and Chisholm negotiated the layout in
LB
It was a case of love at first sight eight over par for the total 72 hole j
LB.
Mr. Lermond recognized tile slimy requirement, thereby breaking all
stranger as an Arion Atrea Atra records for the four-round route,
LB.
which, he explained in a stage whis playing the last two rounds in three
per. was a mollusk allied to the snail over par under the most adverse pos
I.GE. CANS
A year ago he discovered two samples sible conditions—fighting a driving
at Vlnalhaven. One was powerful rain and a howling gale.
PABST. The wonder cheese!
I AMERICAN
enough to lift the cover of the can
While Chisholm was favored suc
LOAF
in which.he had been enchscd. and cessfully to defend the title he copped
LB.
BURGES8 A LINNEKIN
LOAF
thus escaped. The other was sent to at the Webhannet Golf Club last year,
Harvard, where Its like had never few believed that he would outclass
Park and Union Streets
Tel. 700
_____ _
Rockland, Maine
Fresh from the ovens !
been seen—and it has not since been the field in the manner^ in which he
seen, for it developed a positive dis did Tuesday. Considering the condi
PKGS
like for the Crimson, and made good tions under which he played his last
its escape. Mr. Lermond will keep 3G holes, his second day score of 72
the Crlehaven A.A.A. for the Knox and 73 far surpassed ills first day total
Museum.
of 147, and his four rounds, 73. 74, 72,
Oet the Peoples Laundry. Lime- 73. constituted the finest of golf.
George I. Dodge overcame a sup
Tune in "Studebaker Champions” Sunday evening 9.15 Ea stern Standard Time. Station WEAF and NBC network. rock street. Tel. 170, to help you with
housecleaning. They wash quilts, posedly unbeatable lead to tie William
41-tf Rj'an
second place.
blankets, curtains, etc.

Eight!

AUTUMN SALE

Lard .

(

2 - X7’

3

X 25*

Compound [ ”&£!B ]
EXCEPTIONAL FLOUR VALVES
GOLD MEDAL or 24941b. bag
PILLSBURY’S
BREAD
2494 lb. bag 95»
PASTRY
lb. bag S5<*
BENEFIT
lb. ba?

$1.15

Campbell’s Soups

Sealect Milk

C.

S

OAKITE
2
IVORY SOAP
MOLASSES
FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST
BAKER'S EXTRACTS “XT
NONE-SUCH MINCE MEAT
CREAM OF TARTAR
2
ROYAL FRUIT GELATIN

TUDEBAKER

Shredded Wheat
Salada Tea

™S.L 9^

Loaf Cheese P,MENTO

45

X3f

CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS
CAIN'S MAYONNAISE
CIGARETTES
2
STATLER TOILET TISSUE 3
REX COFFEE “The Best"
PAN AMERICAN COFFEE
SURPRISE COFFEE
PURITAN MALT
2

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY

250
13?
270
30
290
150
150
150

230
250
230
220
470
430
370
$1.09

37?

Uneeda Biscuit

Cloverdale

0

